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2004 Women ~ Ro~ter 
Name Event Yr. 
Ivana Barsic* Throws So. 
Jess Bates Long Sprints Fr. 
Sarah Behrens* Throws Jr. 
Ashley Blome High Jump So. 
Randi Burns* Long Distance So. 
Kara Carstens Middle Distance Jr. 
Krystle Cordes* Long Sprints So. 
Patricia Dietz Javelin So. 
Bridgitte Duffy** Throws So. 
Morgen Edwards* Throws So. 
Mary Egbo-Egbo Multi -Events/Sprints Fr. 
Rita Fiala** Distance Sr. 
Stephanie Feldman Middle Distance Fr. 
Ang ie German** Long Sprints/Hurdles Jr. 
Elly Glass** Distance Sr. 
Crystal Hanson High Jump Fr. 
Raven Henry* Middle Distance Jr. 
Shayla Houl ihan Distance Fr. 
Kristin Jacobs Sprints Fr. 
Rachel Jansen Throws Fr. 
Yana Kruglikova Hurdles Fr. 
Pamela Kyeremateng Sprints Fr. 
Kayleen Popp** Po le Vault Jr. 
Kara Robinson Long Sprints So. 
Jill Schwiebert** Long Sprints/Hurdles/Middle Dist. Jr. 
Wendy Shaw Distance Jr. 
Jillian Sinnwell** Hurdles Sr. 
Quinn Vermie Distance Fr. 
Megan Vorwald Heptathlon Fr. 
Lynette Wil son Sprints Fr. 
Kara Yahn Hurdles/Sprints Fr. 
Erin Zimmer Middle/Long Distance So. 
* Letters Earned (per year) 
Head Track and Field Coach and Director of Running Programs: 
Chris Bucknam- Men's and Women's 
Associate Head Coach: 
Doug Ca se- Sprints. Multi-Events 
Assistant Coach: 
Kyle Kepler- Long-Distance. Director of Operations 
Assistant Coach: 
Travis Geopfert- Field Events Coordinator. Throws. High Jump. Horizontal Jumps 
HometownLHigh School !College} 
Zabresic. Croatia/16th 
Cedar Fall s. IA/Cedar Falls 
Marathon, IA/Laurens-Marathon 
Panora. IA/Panorama 
Strawberry Point. IA/Starmont 
Harlan. IA/Harlan Community 
Dike. IA/Dike-New Hartford 
Ionia. IA/Tripoli Community 
Lawler. IA/New Hampton 
Cedar Rapid s. IA/Jefferson 
Whitby, Ontario/Sinclair Secondary School 
Johnston. IA/Johnston 
Carroll , IA/Kuemper 
Manchester. IA/West Delaware 
Dubuque, IA/Senior 
Roland. IA/Roland-Story 
Omaha, NE/Millard North 
Sioux City, IA/East 
North Liberty, IA/Iowa City West 
Orange City, IA/ MOC-Floyd Valley 
Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan/Ust -Kamenogorsk 
Accra . Ghana/Wesley Girl s' High School. Cape Coast 
Haven. KS/Haven 




Runnels. IA/Southeast Polk 
New Hampton, IA/New Hampton 
Cedar Rapids. IA/Kennedy 
Clinton. IA/Clinton 
DeWitt. IA/Central DeWitt 
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2004 Men ~ Ro~ter 
Name Event Yr. HometownlHigh School {College) 
Alex Alva* Sprints So. London, Ontario/Regina Mundi 
John Anderson High Jump Fr. Boone, IA/Boone 
Derrick Benner* Throws Jr. Paulina, IA/South O'Brien 
Miles Bern Distance So. Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls 
Chris Cooper Middle Distance Fr. Dayton. IA/Southeast Webster 
Josh Crain** Distance Sr. Marshall town, IA/Marshalltown 
Brent Dahlstrom Long Sprints Fr. Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls 
Dylan Davis Di s.tance Fr. Adel, IA/ Adel-De Soto-Minburn 
Chad Dennis* Throws Sr. Council Bluffs, IA/Thomas Jefferson 
Paul Dobson Sprints Fr. Mt Pleasant, IA/Central Lee 
Ore Dokes Sprints Fr. Springfield, MO/Kickapoo 
Jonathon Drury* Hurd les Jr. Clarion, IA/Clarion-Goldfie ld 
Cody Eichmeier* Sprints/Long Jump So. Ackley, IA/ AGWSR-Ackley 
Araf Evans-Sykes Sprints Fr. Cedar Rapids, IA/Jefferson 
Tyler Fisher Distance Fr. West Des Moines, IANalley 
Terrance Freeney Sprints Fr. Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls 
Trent Graham Distance Sr. Des Moines, IA/Roosevelt 
Daniel Grandon High Jump So. New Hartford, IA/Dike-New Hartford 
Mark Harris Long Sprints Fr. Toronto, Canada/Birchmount Park 
Rob Hayes Throws So. Maquoketa, IA/Maquoketa Community 
Adam Hinders Middle Distance Jr./So: Waverly/Waverly-Shell Rock 
Dirk Homewood** Long Sprints Jr./Sr. Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls 
Ryan Kedley* Sprints Jr. Lowden, IA/North Cedar 
Alphonso Key Sprints Fr. Lawton, OK/ Eisenhower 
Jama Kivioja Pole Vau lt So. Porvoo, Finland/Makelanrinteen Lukio 
Derrick Kresser Distance Jr. Waterloo, IA/Don Bosco 
Jon Lamb Distance Fr. Iowa City, IA/City High 
Chris Lawson Distance Fr. Ankeny, IA/Ankeny 
Yuriy Litvinski Triple Jump/Long Jump Fr. Sliven. Bulgaria/Diueltar Rohou 
Chris McCullough Sprints/Hurdles So. West Des Moines. IA/Dowling 
Michael Miller Throws So. Olathe, KS/Ames 
Roberto Moreno** Distance Sr. Iowa City, IA/City High 
Gabe Palacios Distance Sr. Natalia, TX/Lytle 
Branimir Peite l*** Long Sprints Sr. Pula, Croatia/Tehnicka Skala 
Velibor Radojevic Distance Fr. Belgrade, Serbia/XI Belgrade 
Eric Rasmussen Middle Distance Fr. Glenwood, IA/Glenwood 
Milan Seremet Throws So. Zagreb, Croatia/Sports 
Kyle Smith Long Sprints/Middle Distance Fr. Toronto, Canada/Birchmount Park 
Tad Stolley Distance Jr. Woodbine, IA/Woodbine 
Tibor Vegh Distance Fr. Szeuesfehervar, HungaryNasvari Pal Gimnazium 
Nathan White Distance So. Des Moines, IA/Southeast Polk 
Josh Wil son* Sprints Sr. Ottumwa, IA/Ottumwa 
* Letters Earned (per year) 
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2004 Track and F-ield Outlook 
By DOUG NEWHOFF 
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier 
Success can be measured in many ways. 
Around the indoor and outdoor tracks at the University of 
Northern Iowa, a tape measure and a stopwatch are not 
enough. Add a compass. because UNl's program clearly 
has direction. And add a pair of reading glasses. because 
the Panthers' list of accomplishments is growing long. 
Consider these primary facts: 
- UNI has won 59 indoor and outdoor conference 
championships, including four straight Missouri Valley 
Conference men's indoor titles. 
- The Panthers swept the 2002 MVC men's and 
women's indoor titles. 
- The men's team finished 12th at the 2002 NCAA 
Indoor Championships. 
- UNI has crowned two Division I national champions 
in world-class hurdler Joey Woody (1997) and pole vaulter 
Jacob Pauli (2001 ). 
- Three Panthers are former Division II national 
outdoor champions - Mike McCready (shot put). Dennis 
Schultz (mile) and Brent Geringer (discus). 
- UNI athletes have earned 26 Division I indoor 
All-American honors and 10 Division I outdoor All-
American awards. 
- Another 41 Panthers are among the athletes 
who earned Division II All-America recognition for their 
outdoor achievements. 
- UNI student-athletes have claimed eight confer-
ence athlete of the year awards indoors and 10 outdoors 
since 1989. 
- Panther coaches have earned 13 conference coach 
of the year awards indoors and six outdoors since 1983. 
Fifteen of those belong to current head coach Chris 
Bucknam. 
- Bucknam has been honored with five United States 
Track Association Midwest Region coach of the year 
awards, each time a candidate for National Coach of the 
Year. 
Clearly, track and field at UNI competes in the fast 
lane. 
From coast to coast and border to border, the 
Panthers are recognized as a force to be reckoned with. 
Since 1984, the architect of that success in men's 
competition has been Bucknam. who also became head 
women's coach in 1998. When the Massachusens native 
encourages his athletes to perform, they ask, "How high, 
how far and how fast?" 
'The more success you have. incrementally that 
helps you get a linle bener student-athlete each year," he 
says. "That consistency is hugely important. It's on the 
front burner when it comes to winning a major conference 
championship, and the Missouri Valley, I think, is a top 10 
confereFlce in the country. 
"We feel our program can compete in any confer-
ence. Can we win any conference? I don't know about 
that. but we feel we can be in the upper division." 
This year's Panthers return core groups of proven 
performers on both the men's and women's squads. They 
also welcome talented groups of promising newcomers. 
"We've got some new people in, but I love the talent 
level we have with our new kids and I like the leadership 
and responsibility our upperclassmen have taken toward 
helping us get a chemistry together," says Bucknam. 
The 2004 Panther men will take aim at a fifth 
straight Valley indoor title, and they'll try to return to the 
winner's circle outdoors for the first time since 2000. The 
women will anempt to duplicate their 2002 indoor title 
and improve on last spring's surprising runner-up finish at 
the outdoor meet. 
"One thing that never changes is that we try to get 
both our teams in contention to win the Missouri Valley 
championships," says Bucknam. 
After each of those meets (indoors and outdoors). 
UNI expects to send a number of its top performers on to 
the NCAA Championships for a chance to follow in the 
footsteps of recent national champions like Joey Woody 
and Jacob Pauli. 
"Everything builds toward our championship sea-
son," Bucknam explains. 
UNl's longtime leader believes he has the coaching 
staff in place to help his student-athletes realize their con-
siderable potential, beginning with sprint and pole vault-
ing mentor Doug Case. 
"Doug has taken our sprint program and our vaulting 
to another level." says Bucknam. "All you have to do is 
look at all the school records. In addition to the 4x400 
qualifying for the NCAAs. our sprint medlay was ranked 
seventh nationally last year." 
"Here's Northern Iowa running a 3:06. I don't know 
what that's equivalent to in another sport. but that's rari-
fied air right there." 
Since the end of the 2003 outdoor season. Kyle 
Kepler has been named head cross country coach and for-
mer Panther all-American Travis Geopfert has joined the 
staff to coach the field events. 
"Kyle has taken that distance group and already 
gone out and won a Missouri Valley cross country champi-
onship," Bucknam notes. "Travis is an all-American who 
has international experience in the decathlon and will be 
at the Olympic Trials next year. He's a natural coach." 
All signs point to more good things in 2004 for a pro-
gram that already achieves consistently at a high level. 
Bucknam and his staff won't settle for anything less. 
Though his program already has a legacy of success. 
a display case overflowing with Missouri Valley 
Conference championship trophies and an office filled 
with coach of the year awards. Bucknam always encour-
ages his Panthers to reach higher. Records are made to be 
broken. 
"When you think you're at the top, that's when it 
gets hard," he says "We're not going to allow ourselves to 
think we're on top until we actually get to the top. We're 
not done climbing yet. 
"Ultimately, we want to win a national champi-
onship. That's something that sounds kind of crazy for a 
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mid-major instituation like Northern Iowa. but that's what 
we're ultimatly shooting for. If we try to accomplish that 
goal, this program will always continue to improve." 
MEN 
Expectations are high again, and for good reason. 
The 2004 squad features a strong cast of veteran 
performers led by NCAA qualifiers Homewood, Branimir 
Pietel, Cody Eichmeier and an exciting group of newcom-
ers with both Midwestern and international flavor. 
"What I like is the fact that we've got some young 
faces that look very talented, and we've got a good group 
of upperclassmen providing the leadership that I think will 
enable us to bond a linle bit in January and February so 
we can have a great team effort going into our champi-
onship season," says Bucknam. 
"We think some of the new guys are impact kind of 
people." 
The strongest events should be the long sprints and 
the distance races. although the Panthers have beefed up 
in other areas. too. 
"We've added to a good nucleus," offers Case. "We 
had a great sprint season last year. Now we've added 
some great field event people and some great distance 
runners. 
Sprints 
Homewood, Eichmeier. Adam Hinders and Pietel lead 
the way in the long sprints. 
"Homewood has kind of been the catylist in our 
sprint program," says Case. "We will redshirt him outside 
and allow him to concentrate on the Olympic trials. 
"Ryan Kedley transferred from Baylor, and he looks 
good. Alex Alva redshirted outdoors last year. but he got 
fourth in the 400 at the indoor meet. Josh Wilson does a 
great job running relays, and he can do a lot of things for 
us. We signed Mark Harris from Canada. who ran a :47.2 
in high school, and it looks like he can get it done. 
"What we've got is a lot of depth " 
UNI lost two outstanding performers in Burke 
Bockman and Dave Paulsen. but Case believes the 
Panthers can still put together a couple of relay units with 
a chance to qualify for nationals. 
"I wouldn't want to say we can replace them, but I 
think we've got guys who can run at that level and put us 
back where we were." he says. "We probably have two 
4x4s that could run sub-3:10, which is how good that pro-
gram is. You might run a :46 split and not make our 4x4 
team." 
Distance 
This group could score a lot of points for the 
Panthers. It's deep and talented with a blend of experi-
ence and youth. 
"Josh Crain and Roberto Moreno are two kids who 
have really developed and improved to the point where 
they are contenders for conference championships," says 
Bucknam. "We think they're that good. 
"Then we've added three or four preny good kids. 
Tibor Vegh was top 15 at the Missouri Valley cross country 
championships. He has great range, and can drop down 
and run a mile, too. Velibor Radojevic was a runner-up at 
the MVC championships and helped us win that cross 
country championship last fall. This guy is good, and we 
think he'll be even better on the track. 
"Dylan Davis is a sleeper. It might take him a linle 
bit of time, but he can be dangerously good if he he 
believes in our program. He's an eight-time Iowa state 
champ in the 800, mile and two-mile." 
UNIPANTHERS.COM 
Hurdles 
There isn't an abundance of hurdlers on the squad, 
so Bucknam is counting on big things from Jon Drury. 
"We lost Cyrus Nichols and Steve Blocker, so Jon is 
kind of holding the fort there," says Bucknam. "He was on 
that nationally ranked shuttle hurdle relay that finished 
second at Drake, and he was an all-conference performer 
indoors. He looks to be a guy who could be right up there 
fighting for a Missouri Valley championship and in both 
the 60HH and a member of the championsip 4x400 a 
national qualifying time." 
Chris McCullough, a prep champion at the Drake 
Relays, could also help. 
"He's making progress," says Bucknam. "This is a big 
year for him to step up and get to the next level." 
Field events/Multi-events 
Geopfert is excited about the potential he sees in 
this group. He's got somebody in nearly every discipline 
capable of challenging for a conference title. 
"We've got Derrick Benner back in the throws, and 
he was second indoors in the weight last year," relates 
Geopfert. "He has got to be a consistent performer for us, 
and it's time for him to do that 
"Cody Eichmeier in the long jump went 24-2 out-
doors and qualified for regionals, and he was just kind of 
winging it in the long jump last year. 
"One person I'm really excited about is Mike Miller 
in the discus. I think he can throw over 180 feet He's got-
ten a lot stronger, and he's a great kid to work with. He's 
doing some good stuff." 
Daniel Grandon was third in the conference high 
jump a year ago and will also compete in the multi-events, 
freshman John Anderson could help in the high jump, and 
Chad Dennis tops the group throwing the javelin. 
"We've got a couple of new people we're excited 
about," adds Geopfert. "Yuri Livinski has done 54-3 in the 
triple jump. That's an all-American jump. We think he can 
do some big things in the long jump and triple jump." 
"Jarno Kivioja is a new pole vaulter from Finland 
who has jumped 17-4. He can help us right away." 
WOMEN 
The women's team has tasted its share of success in 
recent years. 
"Within the last couple of years we've won a 
Missouri Valley cross country title, we've won the 
Missouri Valley indoor title in 2002 and just this past out-
door season we scored over 100 points at the outdoor 
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Missouri Valley championship for the first time ever, and 
we were runner-up," notes Bucknam. 
"We stil l have some kids in the program who have 
experienced that success as a team, and this year we 
combine that with what I think is an outstanding freshman 
class. 
"We want to rake in championships like the men 
have done. We want to dominate, but it takes time." 
The Panthers have a handful of established stand-
outs like Angie German, but are an unknown commodity 
for the 2004 season. 
"We're not devoid of those core people," says 
Bucknam. "We just don't have as many as we do on the 
men's side because we graduated so many of them. We 
do have a great group of young athletes who have yet to 
be tested, and we're going to see how it all pans out" 
Sprints 
German will be a factor somewhere, depending on 
where the Panthers decide to run her, and Case expects 
strong contributions from veterans Krystle Cordes and 
Ravin Henry. 
"We've got two or three good sprint-type people left 
on the women's side," says Case. "They need to step up 
and go to another level. 
"We added Lynette Wilson, who is a state champion 
from Cedar Rapids, and Pamela Kyeremateng of Ghana, 
who looks pretty good." 
Meanwhile, long sprinter Jill Schwiebert of 
Parkersburg is back after an injury-plagued 2003 cam-
paign. 
"She was a wrecking crew in high school, and she 
was on a relay team that helped us win that 2002 indoor 
championship," notes Bucknam. "She looks to be ready to 
get back to her original starting point 
"It will be interesting." 
Distance 
The long-range group suffered a blow when all-
Valley standout and NCAA cross country qualifier Emily 
Shoopman, who graduated early, decided to leave the pro-
gram and join the business world. 
There are plenty of candidates to step into 
Shoopman's shoes, but none has proven herself under 
pressure the way Shoopman did at the MVC outdoor meet 
"Elly Glass is an all-conference performer on the 
track who has had some minor injury setbacks, but we 
expect her to help us in the mile and 3,000," says 
Bucknam. 
"Randi Burns from Strawberry Point is steadily 
improving. We're going to count on her to make that soph-
omore jump that is so critical at this level." 
Two old hands who have been away for a year could 
give the distance team a huge boost 
"Wendy Shaw is back after a year off. She's still a 
long way from being in top form, but she's making a great 
effort," says Bucknam. "She's kind of an unknown for us 
right now" 
Fiala returns after missing a year, because of a foot 
injury, and she has one outdoor season of eligibil ity 
remaining. 
"We're hoping she will be able to get in there and 
score some points for us," says Bucknam. 
In addition to Shaw and German, adding freshman 
Quinn Vermie into the mix with those veterans should 
make for a solid group. 
Hurdles 
The potential exists for an excellent crew of hurdlers, 
beginning with German. 
Jill Sinnwell and Jill Schwiebert are two more veter-
ans with tremendous potential. 
"Sinnwell had an up and down year last year where 
she didn't qualify for the finals in the 60 hurdles indoors, 
but then finished third in the 100 hurdles outside," notes 
Bucknam. "She has the potential to do a lot better. We 
feel she is an all-conference caliber athlete." 
The new faces in this crowd are freshmen Kara Yahn 
and Yana Krugl ikova. 
"Kara obviously has a lot to learn, but we think she 
has the potential to be a placewinner and a good colle-
giate hurdler," says Bucknam. "And we expect a lot from 
Yana. We think Yana and Angie German will be players for 
us at the Valley level for sure and maybe beyond." 
Field events/Multi-events 
There was a day when UNI seldom scored in the 
field events, but no more. This year's team has the wom-
anpower to rack up a lot of points, especially in the 
weight events. 
"Our women throwers need to be the core of our 
team," says Geopfert. "We've got the talent and the num-
bers to do it" 
Bridgitte Duffy, Morgan Edwards, Sarah Behrens and 
Ivana Barsic know their way around the infield. 
"Add that to an extremely talented freshman in 
Rachel Jansen and we've got five ladies with the potential 
to score in all the throws," says Geopfert. "They are work-
ing extremely hard, and they need to step up and do some 
things." 
Egbo-Egbo has gone 41-9 in the triple jump where 
Kruglikova will also get a shot, and Egbo-Egbo will com-
pete in the long jump, although that event is somewhat 
unsettled. 
Ashley Bloom returns in the high jump, and volleyball 
recruit Crystal Hanson has tremendous potential in that 
event, Geopfert notes. 
"She has all the tools. She needs to be dreaming of 
6 foot, because it's right there." 
Patricia Dietz tops the candidates to throw the 
javelin, and Kaylene Popp is poised to go after all-confer-
ence honors in the pole vault Meanwhile, a number of 
athletes could take a shot at the multi-events, including 
Bloom, Egbo-Egbo, Megan Vorwald and perhaps even 
German. 
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Head Coach Chri~ Bucknam 
Olympians, UNI stepped in and became one of 
the top competitors in the league instantly. 
In fact. in the 12 years since joining the confer-
ence. the Panthers have the best average finish 
in the league on the men's side, having claimed 
10 titles, 11 runner-up finishes. four thirds and 
three fourths. 
"Our ultimate goal with our athletes is to 
get them to reach their potential individually and 
that is how we measure ourselves as a coaching 
staff," said Bucknam. "When.we are able to do 
that and get everyone to do that at the right 
time, that's when the championships come 
together." 
In 2003, Bucknam picked up his 11th 
in the Mid-Continent Conference seven times. 
"The reason we've had success is because 
of the outstanding talent we've had from Iowa 
and the fact that we are not afraid to look 
beyond the Mississippi and Missouri to find addi-
tional talent." said Bucknam. 
Bucknam coached his first NCAA champion 
in 1997 when Olympic hopeful Joey Woody won 
the 400-meter hurdles at the national outdoor 
meet. Bucknam saw his second national champi-
on crowned in 2001 when Jake Pauli won the 
indoor pole vault title. 
A native of Beverly, Mass., Bucknam attend-
ed Norwich University in Northfield, Vt., where 
he was a four-time lettervvinner in track, special-
Missouri Valley Coach of the Year after the men's izing in middle distances. He was elected co-
team earned first place at the indoor champi- captain his senior year and graduated in 1978 
HEAD COACH 
DIRECTOR OF RUNNING PROGRAMS 
CHRIS BUCKNAM 
Now in his 21st season as Panther head 
coach and his first season as director of running 
programs, Chris Bucknam has established him-
self as one of the most successful coaches in 
UNI track and field history. He has continued the 
Panther winning tradition and has carried UNI 
track and field to new heights. molding it into 
one of the top running programs in the nation. 
Since his arrival at UNI in 1979 as an assistant 
to longtime head coach Lynn King, the Panthers 
have won 23 conference titles -- 11 in indoor 
track, eight in cross country and four outdoor 
crowns. Bucknam also has produced 36 all-
Americans and two national champions, in addi-
tion to 70 NCAA championship qualifiers. 
"I have been approaching coaching the 
same way as I did in the very beginning and that 
is to try to put a championship caliber team on 
the track each year," said Bucknam. 
"Championship caliber means our number 
one goal is the MVC championship and placing 
at the NCAAs. Everything we do revolves around 
that." 
Bucknam oversaw UN l's 1991 move to the 
Missouri Valley conference, where the Panthers 
have left an indelible mark on the league. 
Although the Valley historically has been one of 
onships. During the outdoor season, Bucknam 
sent 10 events to the NCAA regional meet with 
two qualifying for nationals. His women's team 
placed second at the MVC championships with 
four claiming conference titles. 
He added two more Missouri Valley Coach 
of the Year honors to his already impressive 
resume in 2002 after both the men's and 
women's indoor teams captured the conference 
title. Additionally, he received the United States 
Track Association's Regional Coach of the Year 
award for both the men's and women's teams 
after their successful indoor season. 
Bucknam and his staff then took the men's 
program to an even higher level in 2002 when 
the Panthers placed 12th at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships with five all-Americans. In the 
past three seasons, UNI has crowned 13 all-
Americans. 
"Not only are we proud of our all-
Americans, but when you look at the different 
events that those all-Americans occur in, we 
have one in almost every track event." comment-
ed Bucknam. "I think that says something about 
our coaching staff and the expertise that we 
have in place. It also says something about our 
commitment. We are not just a one-dimensional 
team. We try to be the total package. " 
After a big win for the Panthers at the MVC 
outdoor championships in 1995, Bucknam was 
named District V Coach of the Year and was a 
the best conferences in the nation, boasting finalist for National Coach of the Year. Prior to 
numerous all-Americans, national champions and joining the Valley, he was named the top coach 
with a bachelor' degree in physica l education. 
He went on to earn his master's in physical edu-
cation from UNI in 1982. 
Bucknam and his wife. Cindy, reside in 
Cedar Fal ls with their son, Eric, and daughter, 
Kate. 
THE BUCKNAM FILE 
EDUCATION 
BS -- Norwich, 1978 
M.S. -- UNI, 1982 
COACHING EXPERIENCE 
Assistant Men's Track & Field/Cross Country 
UNI, 1979-84 
Head Men's Track & Field/Cross Country 
UNI. 1984-2003 
Head Women's Track & Field/Cross Country 
UNI. 1984-2003 
COACHING HONORS 
United States Track Association Midwest Coach of the 
Year - 1995, 2000, 2001. 2002 (M/W) 
MVC Indoor Coach of the Year - 1995. 1996. 2000. 
2001, 2002 (M/W). 2003 
MVC Outdoor Coach of the Year - 1995. 1998, 2000 
MVC Cross Country Coach of the Year - 1992. 1997. 
2000, 2001 
Mid-Continent Conference Indoor Coach of the Year -
1985, 1986, 1988. 1990 
Mid-Continent Conference Outdoor Coach of the Year -
1986 
Mid-Continent Conference Cross Country Coach of the 




ASSOCIATE HEAD COACH 
DOUG CASE 
Doug Case is entering his fifth season as 
UN l's associate head coach. Case returned to 
his alma mater in 1999 to replace longtime 
assistant Bill Lawson and has, over the years, 
developed a reputation as an outstanding coach 
and an impressive recruiter. 
Since join ing the Panthers' coaching staff, Case 
has overseen UN l's team completely rewriting the school's sprint records. 
In all, a toal of 13 sprint records have been set the past four years under 
Case's leadership, including the 60m, 100m, 200m indoor and 400m indoor 
and outdoor. In addition, the 2002 and 2003 men's 4x400 relays fini shed 
each season with a top 10 time on the NCAA performance list, both 
indoors and outdoors. 
Prior to his return to UNI, Case spent the previous three seasons as 
the head men's coach at Drake University. Under his guidance, Drake set 
three school records during the indoor season and its distance medley relay 
team placed ninth at the NCAA Championships. 
Before coaching at Drake, Case served as an assistant track and cross 
country coach at Arkansas State where he helped send the men's and 
women's programs to nine Sun Belt Conference titles. Case's duties includ-
ed serving as the Indians' recruiting coordinator and working with the hur-
dlers, all field events and multi-event competitors. At ASU, Case was 
responsible for recruiting 52 outdoor and 49 indoor individual conference 
champions His recruiting classes included 39 NCAA Division I national 
qualifiers, four all-Americans and three U.SA Olympians 
A former Panther standout in both sprinting and hurdling, Case estab-
lished eight school records between 1982-86 and was an all-conference 
performer in the Mid-Continent Conference. He was a member of the 
schoo l record holding 4x100, 4x200 and 4x400 outdoor relay teams and the 
440 indoor relay. In addition, Case held school records in the 55 meters, 
200 meters and the 300 meters. Individually, he twice placed second at the 
AMCU meet in the 100-meter dash and finished third indoors as a senior. 
He also was a Drake Relays finalist in the 100 meters. 
"Doug is an outstanding, proven Division I coach whose record speaks 
for itself," says head coach Chris Bucknam. "To be able to attract someone 
of his ca liber to our staff says a lot for our running program. He has big 
meet experience with the Drake Relays and an outstanding record with 
Panther Coaching Staff 
Arkansas State. I really think he brings us up a notch. " 
A Marshalltown, Iowa, native, Case received his bachelor's degree in 
physical education from UNI in 1987. He then went on to coach at 
Wartburg College, where he served as assistant coach from 1988-89. 
He and his wife, Chris, reside in Cedar Falls with their ch ildren -- Kelsey, 
Lauren and Cameron. 
ASSISTANT COACH 
KYLE KEPLER 
After five years as assistant track and field 
coach, Kepler is in his first year as the Panthers' 
head cross country coach. In 2003, he led the 
men's team to its ninth Missouri Valley 
Conference championship and the women's team 
to a sixth-place finish . To honor his tremendous 
first-year success, Kepler was honored as the 
men's conference coach of the year. 
In addition to running day-to-day operations, assisting in recruitment, 
and developing the track program's alumni newsletter, Kepler wil l continue 
assisting distance runners throughout the track and field seasons. In his 
first five years, he has helped guide the Panthers to seven team titles, 
including the school's first ever women's cross country conference title in 
2000, and the women's first indoor track conference title in 2002. He has 
coached 12 national qualifiers and eight all-Americans. 
Kepler enjoyed success as a student-athlete as well. A Panther from 
1993-1997, he was a four-time All-Missouri Valley Conference cross coun-
try runner and a two-time member of the all-district team, finishing 20th at 
the NCAA Regionals in 1995 and 15th in 1997. In track and field, Kepler 
was named AII-MVC five times in two events, the 5,000 meters and 10,000 
meters. Besides his athletic success, Kepler was a three-time all-academic 
student. 
"We are very fortunate to have Kyle on our staff," commented head 
coach Chris Bucknam. "He represents what we are all about as a program. 
He was an outstanding Iowa athlete that contributed to major conference 
championships " 
A native of Webster City, Iowa, Kepler received his bachelor's degree 
in secondary education from UNI in 1998, and currently is pursuing his mas-
ter's degree in sports psychology. 
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ASSISTANT COACH 
TRAVIS GEOPFERT 
Travis Geopfert is entering his first season as 
UN l's assistant track and field coach. A former 
Panther standout, Geopfert was a three-time 
MVC champ, claiming titles in the 1999 4x100 
meter relay, the 1998 decathlon, and the 2000 
distance medley that went on to the NCAA 
championships, earning all-America honors. His 
'01 decathlon score still is second best in the UNI record books. 
Prior to his return to UNI, Geopfert served as assistant track and fie ld 
coach at Central Missouri State University while also continuing his 
decathlon career. He finished third in the US. vs. Germany decathlon dual 
meet and 12th at the U.S. Championships. His current personal best in the 
decathlon is 7,729 points. 
"I'm extremely excited and proud that Travis has chosen to be an 
assistant coach for us," UNI head coach and director of running programs, 
Chris Bucknam, says. "He will bring his youth and enthusiasm to our pro-
gram, and his knowledge of the field events will help elevate that part of 
our program to the next level." 
Originally from Panora, Iowa, Geopfert attended UNI from 1997 to 
2002, obtaining his bachelor's degree in general studies. He and his wife. 
Nicole, currently reside in Cedar Falls. 
2003-04 Panthers: !Front) Dirk Homewood, Jon Drury, Ryan Kedley, Josh Wilson, 
Adam Hinders. 12nd row) Milan Seremet, Derrick Benner, Alex Alva, Michael 
Mil ler, Chris McCullough, Yuriy Litvinski 13rd row) Daniel Grandon, Paul Dobson, 
Brent Dahlstrom, Kyle Smith Chris Cooperl4th) Cody Eichmeier, Andy Anderson, 
Roberto Moreno, Josh Crain, Gabe Palacios, Nathan White. !Back row) Branimir 
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2003-04 Panthers: !Front) Mary Egbo-Egbo, Yana Kruglikova, Jill Schweibert, Ravin 
Henry, Kara Robinson, Pamela Kyermateng. 12nd row) Bridgette Duffy, Stephanie 
Feldman, Megan Vorwald, Ashley Blome, Emily Shoopman, Kayleen Popp, Ivana 
Barsic 13rd row) Morgen Edwards, Krystle Cordes, Kara Carstens, Jill Sinnwell, 
Quinn Vermie, Shayla Houlihan 14th row) Wendy Shaw, Elly Glass, Stephanie 
Feldman, Lynnette Wilson, Kristin Jacobs, Kara Yahn. !Back row) Angie German, 
Sarah Behrens, Rachel Jansen, Erin Zimmer, Randi Burns. 
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Outdoor: Discus 114-11, Hammer 134-10, Shot 45-5 1/4 
Indoor: Shot Put 44-9 3/4 
2003: Outdoor - Took fourth place at the MVC 
Championships in the shot put with her throw of 
45-5, her best of the season ... Placed seventh in 
the shot at the Missouri Valley Relays .. . Threw 
the discus for a distance of 114-11, her best of 
the season, at the John McDonnell Invitational to 
earn her an 11th-place finish ... Earned second 
place at the UNI Twilight in the shot put .. 
Awarded 12th place for her hammer throw of 143-
10 at the Musco Invitational. Indoor - Awarded 
fourth place for her best shot put throw of the 
season, 44-9 3/4, at the Panther Open ... Took 
fifth place for her throw of 43-2 1 /4 at the first 
meet of the season, the Minnesota Open . . 
Placed third at the UNI Invitational. High School: 
Three-time national champion .. Placed 16th in 
the World Championships for Juniors in 2002 in 
Jamaica ... Earned second place at the European 
Cup in 2002 and sixth in 2003 ... Took second 
place at the Junior Olympic Games of Europe. 
Personal: Daughter of Franjo and Stefanija 
Barsic .. . Majoring in Business Analysis and 
German  Chose UNI because of 
the good education, to be involved in a good ath-
letics program and to improve as an athlete. 







Outdoor: Shot Put 44-41 /4. Discus 108-5 
Indoor: Shot Put 25-2 1/4 
2003: Outdoor - Began her outdoor season by 
placing fourth in the shot and 13th in discus at 
the Missouri Relays ... Earned first place in the 
shot at the UNI Twilight .. Threw her best of the 
season, 44-4 1/4, at the John McDonnell 
Invitational, placing her fourth overall .. Finished 
Panther Profile~ 
fifth in the shot and ninth in discuss at the 
Simpson Twilight .. Came in sixth at the MVC 
Championships with her throw of 43-11 3/4 
Indoor - Placed second in the shot put at the UNI 
Invitational with a throw of 44-7 1 /2 ... Finished 
the season with a team-best throw of 45-2 1 /4 at 
the MVC Championships which earned her fifth 
place ... Threw for a distance of 43-7 3/4 that 
awarded her fifth place at the Panther Open .. 
Finished fifth at the Minnesota Invitational. 2002: 
Outdoor - Finished ninth in the shot put at the 
Missouri Relays ... Placed fifth at the John 
McDonnell Invitational with her throw of 40-1 O 
1/4 ... Was third at the UNI Open Indoor -
Placed third in the shot put at the UNI Invitational 
... Was sixth at the UNI-Dome Open with her 
throw of 38-1 1/2 .. . At the Missouri Val ley 
Conference meet. finished eighth in the shot put 
finals. High School: Was Valedictorian of her 
high school class ... Besides track, participated in 
softball, volleyball, basketball, band and choir .. 
Placed seventh at the state meet in the shot put 
as a senior. Personal: Majoring in Accounting . 
Daughter of Mike and JoAnn Behrens  
 





Panora. IA (Panorama) 
Outdoor: High Jump 5-5 3/4 
Indoor: High Jump 5-5 1/4 
2003: Outdoor - Earned a first-place finish at the 
Simpson Twilight with her jump of 5-5 3/4, her 
best of the season ... Placed third at the UNI 
Twilight. clearing 5-2 1/2 ... Finished sixth at the 
Missouri Relays ... Came in 12th against some 
tough competition at the MUSCO Invitational. 
Indoor - Finished 11th at the MVC 
Championships .. Placed second at the Panther 
Classic after clearing 5-5 1/4 ... Came in second 
at the UNI Invitational with a jump of 5-5 3/4 .. 
Cleared 5-4 1/2 at the Panther Open to take home 
second place. High School: Was a member of 
the all-state team in 2001 in the 4x200 and made 
the Elite All-State team in the high jump 
... Competed in the Drake Relays in the high jump 
as a junior and senior .. .Was a member of 4x100 
team that won the title at the Nebraska State 
Meet in 2000 with a time of 49.54 ... Holds the 
school record in the high jump (5-6). in the 4x200 
(1 :46.74) and the 4x100 (51 .87) ... Member of the 
National Honor Society and the Principle's Honor 
Roll ... Besides track, she also was involved in FCA 
and choir. Personal: Majoring in Elementary 
Education ... Daughter of Doug and Cathleen 
Blome  ... Chose UNI because of 
the education program and because her sister 
goes to school here. 





Strawberry Point, IA 
(Starmont) 
AII-MVC 
Outdoor: 1500m 4:51, 5000m 19: 13.89, 
10,000m 37:13.74 
Indoor: 1 mile 5:12.57, 3000m 10:35.70, 
5000m 18 37.28 
2003: Outdoor - Earned first place at the UNI 
Twilight with her 5000m time of 18:28.00 .. 
Finished first in the unseeded 3000 at the ISU 
Classic ... At the MVC championships, finished 
the 10,000 in 37:13.74 and the 5000 in 18:13.89, 
both personal bests. Indoor - Started the indoor 
season at the Minnesota Open, placing 11th in 
the 3000 ... Earned an eighth-place finish at the 
Panther Classic in the 3000 ... At the MVC cham-
pionships, placed 11th in the 3000 ... Took third 
place at the Simpson Twilight in the 1500 with 
her persona l-best time of 4 51.00. 2002: Cross 
Country - Helped the Panther squad by having a 
consistent year .. . Finished sixth at the Bulldog 
Classic in a time of 21 :29.77 ... At the Iowa State 
Memorial Meet. she ran a 15:33.44 4k time and 
finished 25th overall ... At the Valley meet. she 
contributed a 30th-place finish in 19:30.60. 
Outdoor: Ran her best time of the season, 
18:13.89, in the 5000 at the MVC Championships 
.. . Took f irst place at the UNI Twilight in the 
5000 ... Ran her best 1500 at the Simpson Open 
with a time of 4:51 .0, which was good enough to 
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earn her third place ... Ran her best 10.000 in a 
time of 3713.74 at the MVC Championships 
Indoor: Finished 29th at the Iowa State Classic 
where she ran the 5000 in 18:27.28 ... Earned all-
conference honors when her distance medley 
team took third place at the MVC Championship 
meet .. Placed 11th at the MVC meet in the 
3000 .. Fin ished eighth at the Panther Classic in 
the 3000. High School: Was a three-time state 
qualifier and captain in cross country and track 
... Two-time all-state in cross country .. Was a 
member of the Northeast Iowa All-Corridor team 
... Awarded 2003 Starmont Female Athlete of the 
Year. Personal: Majoring in Counse ling with a 
minor in Coaching ... Daughter of Kenny and 
Renee Burns ... Has one brother, Brian  
 ... Chose UNI because she liked what it 
had to offer and liked the positive attitude of the 
coaches. 
UNI Career Bests 
Outdoor: 400m 58.14 
Indoor: 400m 59.12 
2003: Outdoor - Took first place in the 400 at the 
UNI Twilight Indoor with her best time of the sea-
son, 58. 14 ... Placed fi fth in her unseeded section 
at the MUSCO Invitati ona l ... Finished 11th at the 
Missouri Val ley Conference Championships in the 
400. Indoor - Came in third at the UNI 
Invitationa l in the 800 with a time of 2 19.17 .. 
Finished the 400 in 59:12 to finish third at the 
Panther Open ... Member of the 4x400 team that 
captu red fi rst place at the Dome Open and fourth 
at the MVC Championships .. Member of the di s-
tance medley which placed thi rd at the Va lley 
Championships with a season-best time of 
11 :29.26 ... Took fifth place in the 400 at the 
Minnesota Open. 2002: Cross Country - Placed 
15th at the Bu lldog Classic, finishing the 5K 
course in 23:32.22. High School: Three-time 
state qualifier in cross country ... Named the con-
ference MVP in track ... Holds school records in 
the 200, 400, 800, sprint medley and the 4x100 .. 
Placed at state three times in the 400m dash 
sixth as a freshman, second as a sophomore and 
third as a junior ... Swam for NU High ... State 
qualifier and placed in the 100 breaststroke and 
in two re lays ... Received all-American honors in 
the 200 freesty le re lay ... Member of the Nationa I 
Honor Society. Personal: Majoring in Bio-
Medicine ... Daughter of Rod and Delaine Cordes 
 
Commun ity) 
UNI Career Bests 
Outdoor: Javelin 123-0 
2003: Outdoor - Finished th ird at the John 
McDonnell Invitational wi th her throw of 123-00, 
a team- and personal-best of the season .. Took 
first place at the UNI Twi light .. Placed sixth at 
the MVC championships ... Took th ird pl ace at the 
Simpson Twi light with her toss of 119-3. High 
School: Two-year pa rti cipant in the Jun ior 
Olympic Track Nati ona ls ... Went to the Iowa 
state track meet all four years of high school .. 
Four-yea r letter winner in track ... Three-year let-
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ter winner in both basketball and volleyba ll . 
Member of the all-State volleyball, basketball, 
track and softball teams ... Participated in student 
council, speech, chorus and band ... Member of 
National Honor Society. Personal: Daughter of 
Ray and Mary Dietz ... Majoring in Physical 
Education with an emphasis on Exercise Science 
and Sports Psychology ... Also a member of the 
UNI volleyball team ... Has a sister, Denise, and 
brother, Matt. who both participated in co llege 
ath letics  Chose UNI because it 
had everything she was looking for academica lly 
and she couldn't pass up the great opportunity to 
play volleyball and participate in track. 





Lawler, IA (New 
Hampton) 
AII -MVC 
Outdoor: Hammer Throw 139-0, Discus 128-06 
Indoor: Weight Throw 49-11 
2003: Outdoor - Finished 10th at the MUSCO 
Invitational where she threw the hammer 139-06, 
a persona l best .. Placed sixth at the UNI 
Twil ight ... Threw the discus for a distance of 
128-06 at MVC Championships, which placed her 
ninth. Indoor - Threw a team best and second 
best in the school record books with a throw of 
54-3 3/4 at the MVC Championships to earn her a 
third-place finish ... Came in second at the UNI 
Invitational with a throw of 49-5 1/2 .. Threw 49-
9 3/4 to place 10th at the Last Chance Nati onal 
Qual ifier meet ... Earned a sixth-place fi nish at 
the UNI Open, throwing 49-6 1/4. Finished sixth 
UNI PANTHERS.COM 
at the Panther Open. 2002: Outdoor - Placed 
eighth in the weight throw at the John McDonnel l 
Invitational ... Came in third at the UNI Open 
.. .Finished seventh at the Missouri Valley 
Championships. Indoor - Won the Panther Open 
with a throw of 44-8 and also won the UNI 
Invitational with an even better toss of 49-3 
... Advanced to the weight throw finals of the 
MVC Championships, placing fifth overall. High 
School - Placed eighth at the state,meet in the 
discus in 1999 ... Was the fifth-place finisher at 
the 2000 Iowa State Track Meet in the discus 
.. .Was an honor student. Personal: Majoring in 
Marketing ... Daughter of James and Marcia 
Duffy.  





Cedar Rapids, IA 
(Jefferson) 
AII-MVC 
Outdoor Discus 149-08, Hammer 115-00, Shot 44-2 
Indoor Shot Put 43-6 1 /2 
2003: Outdoor - Placed second in the shot put 
and third in the discus at the Missouri Relays .. 
Earned two-second places at the Simpson 
Twilight, both in discus and shot put with her 
throws of 140-00 1/2 and 44-2, respectively .. . 
Was awarded all-conference honors when she 
fin ished second in the discus with a team- and 
personal-best throw of 149-08 ... Took home two 
fourth places at the UNI Twilight. Indoor -
Recorded her season best with a throw of 43-6 
1/2 that earned her sixth place at the Panther 
Open ... Earned a seventh-place finish at the 
Panther Classic with a throw of 41-7 1/4 ... Came 
in 15th at the MVC Championships ... Placed sixth 
at the Minnesota Invitational with her throw of 
41-8 1/2. High School: Four-year varsity track 
letter winner ... Holds the school record in the shot 
put Mississippi Valley Conference Divisional 
discus record holder ... MVC Female Athlete of the 
Year in 2002 for track and field ... Graduated as a 
Salutatorian ... Member of the National Honor 
Society ... Involved in a tutoring program, a stu-
dent advocate group and the group Let's Make it 
Happen. Personal: An Elementary Education 
major ... Daughter of Kevin and Michelle Edwards 






Mu lti-Events/S prints 
Whitby, Ontario 
(Secular Secondary) 
High School: Competed in the Canada Pan Ams 
in 2003 and placed eighth. Personal: Born in 
Niger  .. Daughter of Thompson and 
Eno Egbo-Egbo ... Intends to major in Physical 
Education ... Chose UNI because of her scholar-
ship offer. 







Outdoor: 1500 4:54.99, 3000m 10:21.76, 
5000m 17:42.38 
Indoor: 3000m 10:10.01, 5000m 17:32.18 
2003: Outdoor - Finished second at the UNI 
Twilight in the 5000 .. . Ran her best 5000 time of 
the season. 18:15.23, at the Musco Invitational. 
Indoor - Redshirted. 2002: Cross Country -
Was fourth at the Bul ldog Classic ... Finished 11th 
at the ISU Open ... Was a top four runner on the 
Panther squad in six meets ... Placed 23rd at the 
MVC meet in a t ime of 19: 13.5. Outdoor-
Finished seventh in the 3000m run at the Missouri 
Relays ... Ran her fastest 3000 time of the year at 
the John McDonnell Invitational with a time of 
10:36.65, earning her 10th place ... Took second 
place at the UNI Open in the 1500 ... Won the 
5000 at the Simpson Twilight Open with a time of 
18:09.58, the third fastest on the team for the 
season ... Placed 11th in the 5000 at the MVC 
meet. Indoor - Redshirted. 2001 : Cross Country 
- Her top finish of the season was at the 
Missouri Valley Conference meet, earning all-
MVC honors ... Conference Scholar Athlete in 
2000. Outdoor - Ran her fastest time of the sea-
son in the 5000, in 17 55.86 at the Southern 
Illinois Invitational, earning her first place hon-
ors ... Won the Northern Iowa Open in the 5000m 
(174238) Finished in sixth place in the 3000m 
(10:21.76) at the conference meet. Indoor - Her 
fastest time of the season for the 5000m was set 
at the Iowa State Open in a time of 17 32.18 .. 
Finished in second place at the UNI Invitational in 
the 3000m (101 1.73) Took fifth place in the 
mile (519 04) at the Mercantile Bank Invitational. 
1999 Cross Country - Earned all-conference 
honors as a freshman by taking ninth at the 
Missouri Valley Championships (18:23) .. The 
Panthers' top finisher at the conference and dis-
trict meet. .. Placed fourth at the SMS Invitational 
(1815) and 10th at the pre-reg ion meet (18:30). 
High School: Placed second in the 1,500 meters 
and third in the 3,000 at the state meet as a jun-
ior ... Also was third in the 3,000 as a junior .. 
Also was third in the 3,000 as a sophomore .. 
Won her conference and district championships 
Personal: Majoring in Elementary Education and 








4x AI I-MVC 
Regiona l Qualifier 
Outdoor: 100mH 15.36, 400mH 1 01.75, 800m 2:14.98 
Indoor: 200m 25.2, 400m 57.36, 600m 1 :34.31 
2003: Outdoor - Won the 400 hurdles at the 
Missouri Relays with her time of 1 02.8 .. 
Member of the 4x1 DD team that fin ished second 
at the Missouri Relays, first at the UNI Twilight, 
and third at the MVC Championships .. Took 
home first place honors at the UNI Twilight in the 
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800 ... Ran her season best time in the 800, 
2:14.98, at the MUSCO Invitational ... Also a 
member of the 4x400 team that earned second 
place at the MVC Championships and broke the 
school record at the NCAA Regional 
Championships with their time of 3:41.70, which 
placed them 12th overall ... Placed fourth at the 
Missouri Valley Conference Championships in the 
400 hurdles ... Anchored the sprint medley team 
that took home 12th place at the Drake Relays. 
Indoor - Captured fifth place at the MVC 
Championships in the 800 with an indoor season 
best time of 2:13.31 ... Earned two first place fin-
ishes in the Open 400 at the UNI Invitational and 
Panther Classic with times of 58:04 and 57:60, 
respectively ... Also a member of the 4x400 team 
which placed fourth at the MVC 
Championships ... Took second place in the 800 
behind teammate Wendy Shaw at the Minnesota 
Invitational. 2002: Outdoor - Placed second at 
the Missouri Relays in the 400 hurdles with a 
time of 1 :02.70 ... Came in fifth at the John 
McDonnell Invitational with'a time of 1 :02.23 in 
the 400 hurdles ... Ran her fastest time of the 
season and the second fastest time on the UNI 
squad, 1 :01.76. at the Drake Relays .. .Finished 
sixth at the MVC meet in a time of 1 02.55. 
Indoor - Placed second at the ISU Holiday Classic 
in the 400m dash in a time of 58.17 ... Ran a 
58.56, 400 time to earn her second place at the 
UNI Invitational ... Placed 18th at the Iowa State 
Classic in 57 .54 ... Ran her fastest 400 time of the 
indoor season. 57.36, at the MVC Championships 
where she finished fifth. High School: Three-
time All-State Elite Athlete .. .Four-time MVP 
... Drake Relays champion in the 400 meter hurdles 
... A member of the Iowa Senior All-Star team in 
2001 ... State champion in the 400 meters and 
two-time state champion in the 400 meter hurdles 
... Holds the Drake Relays record in the 400 meter 
hurdles with a t ime of 1 :02.17 ... A member of the 
Academic Letter Club and the Honor Roll. 
Personal: Major is undecided ... Daughter of Greg 
and Marie German  ... Chose UNI 
because of the good program and the great 
atmosphere. 








Outdoor: 800m 2:19.88, 1500m 4:46.51, 
3000m 10:27.54, 5000m 18:13.93 
Indoor: 1000m 3:05.74, 3000m 10:33.20 
2003: Outdoor - Finished second in the 800 
behind teammate Angie German at the UNI 
Twilight ... Placed eighth in the 1500 at the John 
McDonnell Invitational. .. Finished 11th atthe 
MUSCO Invitational. Indoor - Earned third place 
at the MVC Championships and fastest time for 
the UNI squad with her run of 4:56.9 in the 
mile ... Finished second place at the Panther Open 
in the 1 ODO ... Placed first at the Dome Open in 
the one mile ... Came in fourth at the Panther 
Classic with a time of 2:16.70 which put her third 
on the team for the indoor season ... Member of 
the distance medley team which placed third 
overall in the MVC Championships ... Took eighth 
place at the MVC Championships in the 3000. 
2002: Cross Country - Finished second at the 
ISU Open .. .Was ninth out of 243 runners at the 
Woody Greeno Invitational ... Had the fifth fastest 
time in the Valley at the ISU Invitational ... Made 
the Missouri Valley all-conference team with her 
seventh-place finish at the conference meet 
... Honored as an MVC Scholar-Athlete. Outdoor 
- Placed sixth in the 1500 at the Saluki Classic 
with a time of 4:52.12, her fastest of the season 
... Second in the 5000 at the Missouri Relays 
behind teammate Emily Shoopman .. .Was eighth 
in the 3000 at the John McDonnell Invitational 
... Holds the second fastest 3000 time of the 2002 
season with her performance at the John 
McDonnell Invitational ... Placed sixth in the 
1 D.DDOm run at the MVC Championships in a time 
of 38:50.33. Indoor -Ran her fastest 1 ODO time of 
the season (3:05:74) at the UNI Invitational 
. Placed third in the 3000 at the UNI-Dome Open 
... Finished 11th at the Valley conference meet in 
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the 3000 with a time of 10:47.79. 2001 : Cross 
Country - Competed in the first three meets of 
the season for the Panthers before an injury side-
lined her ... Her fastest 5K of the season was 
18:52 at the Illini Invitational ... Her top finish of 
the year was eighth place at the Il linois State 
Invitational with a time of 19:59.21. Outdoor-
Had the third fastest time on the Panther squad in 
the 800 meters with a time of 2: 19.88 set at the 
Northern Iowa Open I ... Ran the 1,500 meters at 
the Baldy Castillo Invitational and placed 16th 
with a hand time of 4:50.20 ... Ran the lead off leg 
of the distance medley team that finished 10th 
(12 03.57) at the Texas Relays Indoor - Her 
fastest 3,000 meters of the season came at the 
Iowa State Classic with a time of 10:33.20 ... In .,,. 
her first college track meet (Iowa State Holiday 
Meet). she ran the 3.000 meters and finished fifth 
(10:48 81 ). 2000: Cross Country - Finished in 
fifth place at the Missouri Valley Conference 
Meet. her top finish of the season ... Honored on 
the all-MVC team. High School: Named to the 
Elite all-state team for cross country four straight 
years ... Has records in the 800m, 1500m. 3000m. 
distance medley and the 4x400 .. .Went to the 
Drake Relays each year of high school .. . Member 
of the Honor Society. Personal: Majoring in 
Biology. Daughter of Randy and Linda Glass 
 .. . Chose UNI because of the loca-








High School: Three-time state track qualifier. .. 
Won state in the high jump at 5-7 as a junior.. 
Broke the Dickinson Relays high jump record at 
the UNI-Dome with a jump of 5-7 as a sopho-
more ... First team all-state and an Elite All -State 
member as a junior ... Three-time state qualifier 
and four-year varsity starter in volleyball ... Named 
first team all-state and all-district in volleyball, 
while being named Mid Iowa Player of the Year 
as a senior. Personal: Full name is Crystal Lea 
Hanson ... Daughter of Steve and Mary Hanson ... 
Also a member of the UNI vol leyball team ... 
Major is undecided ... Has three siblings, Justin. 
Sally and Eric ... Chose UNI because of the coach-
es and the welcoming teammates. 
UNI Career Bests 







2003: Outdoor - Finished fourth in the 400m at 
the Missouri Relays with her time of 58.82 .. 
Took seventh place at the MVC Championships 
with her 400m time of 57.1 6. her best of the sea-
son .. Placed third at the UNI Twilight in the 
400m .. Finished ninth in the 400m unseeded at 
the John McDonnell Invitational. Indoor -
Redshirted. High School: Named Freshman 
Athlete of the Year in 1997-1998 ... As a junior, 
won fourth in the 400m at the state meet .. 
Placed second at the district meet in the 400 as a 
junior ... Won the district 400, metro 400, and 
state 400 as a senior ... Participated in Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of the Midlands. Personal: 
Sister Angee Henry participated in track and field 
at the collegiate level ... Born in California  
 ... Majoring in Family Services with a 
minor in Psychology ... Chose UNI because of its 






North Liberty, IA 
(Iowa City West) 
High School: 4x400 state champion ... Four-year 
track letter winner ... First team Elite All-State .. 
First team all-state ... Three-time MVC champion 
in the 4x400 meter relay ... All-conference aca-
demic ... Member of the National Honor Society. 
Personal: Daughter of Paul and Shirley Jacobs  
... Majoring in Finance ... Chose UNI 
because of the nice size of the campus and 





Orange City, IA 
(MOC-Floyd Va lley) 
High School: State champ in shot and discus .. 
Placed first in discus and second in the shot at 
the Drake Relays as a senior .. Gatorade Athlete 
of the Year in 2003 ... Participated in volleybal l, 
basketball, and softball ... Member of National 
Honor Society. Personal: Born  to Lu and 
Jane Jansen ... Majoring in Business Teaching .. . 









High School: Holds Kazakhstan record in the 
295m hurdles ... Participated in the World Youth 
Championships in Hungary where she placed 
13th ... Received all P:,s in high school. Personal: 
Daughter of Alexander and Marina Kruglikova  






(Wesley Girls' High 
School) 
High School: Placed first in the Super-Ronal 
Athletic Championships in the 100m hurdles .. . 
Finished third at the Zonal Athletic 
Championships in the 1 OOm. Personal: Born in 
Ghana ... Daughter of Samuel 
Kyeremateng and Grace Ansabea ... Majoring in 
Biology ... Chose UNI because of the scholarsh ip 
and the good th ings she heard about UNI. 
UNI Career Bests 
Outdoor: Pole Vault 12-6 





Haven, KS (Haven) 
2x MVC Champ 
3x AII-MVC 
2003: Outdoor - Placed fifth at the John 
McDonnell Invitational with her vault of 12-00 .. 
Shattered the UNI school record, 11-1 1 3/4, set 
by herself in 2002 with her leap of 12-6 at the 
MVC Championships, which earned her first place 
and qualified her for the NCAA Regional meet ... 
Finished in a four-way tie for eighth place at the 
NCAA Reg ional meet .. Awarded Second Team 
Verizon Academic All-American ... Cleared 11-5 
3/4 to earn her sixth place at the MUSCO 
Invitational. Indoor - Began her indoor season by 
taking fi rst place at the UNI Invitational, where 
she cleared 11-5 3/4 ... Set a school record at the 
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Panther Classic, earning first place with her leap 
of 12-0 ... Captured the only first place at the 
MVC Championships for the UNI team with an 11-
11 3/4 clearance ... Took home second place at 
the Dome Open and fourth place at the Panther 
Classic ... Earned fourth place at the Iowa State 
Track and Field Classic ... Finished fifth at the 
Minnesota Invitational. 2002: Outdoor - Began 
the outdoor season at Southern Illinois where she 
broke the school pole vault record with an 11-5 
3/4 leap ... Took first place in the pole vault at the 
Missouri Relays. Indoor - Captured second place 
at both the UNI Invitational and the ISU Holiday 
Meet in the pole vault ... Tied the school record 
with a height of 11-9 3/4, which also tied her at 
the ISU Qualifying Meet for second with team-
mate Crystal Seamans. High School: Won the 
Kansas State 4A Championship as a senior with a 
height of 11-0, the school's record ... Took fourth 
at state as a junior ... Sunflower State Games 
Champion in 2001 ... Earned two letters in track 
... Competed in gymnastics and was the state 
champ in the vault and bars and took second on 
the floor and the all-around at level nine .. Was a 
state and regional qualifier in gymnastics in 1996-
2001 and a national qualifier in 1999 ... A Kansas 
Honor Scholar and the Valedictorian ... A member 
of Kansas Association of Youth, Peer Helpers ... 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, the National 
Honor Society and is a DARE Role Model. 
Personal: Majoring in Marketing/Public 
Relations .. . Daughter of Hal and Dana Popp 
 
UNI Career Bests 









Indoor: 60mH 9:36, 300mH 40.99, 400m 58.41, 
600m 1 :36.09, 800m 2 22.93 
2003: Outdoor - Placed 21st in the 100 at the 
Missouri Relays ... Finished 11th in the unseeded 
200m race at the John McDonnell Invitational. 
2002: Outdoor - Redshirted. Indoor - Placed 
second in the 300m dash at the ISU Holiday 
Classic in 40.99, the fastest time on the team for 
the season ... At the Panther Open, placed third in 
the 600m dash in 1 :36.09 ... Ran her fastest 400 
time of the season (58:41) at the Nebraska 
Invitational ... Placed fifth at the UNI-Dome Open 
with an 800 time of 2:22.93. High School: Four-
time conference and team MVP ... As a senior. 
won state as the anchor in the distance medley, 
in the 100 and 400 hurdles .. Won the team state 
championship as a senior ... State champion in the 
4x200 meter re lay and the distance medley team 
as a junior .. Won the shuttle hurdle at the state 
meet as a sophomore and took second in the 400 
hurdles .. .Lettered in volleyball all four years of 
high school ... A member of the National Honor 
Society and the Honor Roll .. Was involved in the 
church youth group and as a PAL (Peer Assistance 
Leadership). Personal: Major[ng in Accounting 
... Daughter of Jim and Barb Schwiebert  
 








Outdoor: 800m 2: !4.79, 1500m 4:38.57 
Indoor: 800m 2:14.79, 1000m 2:56.80, Mile 5:00.43 
2003: Indoor - Started her indoor season by win-
ning the 800 at the Minnesota Invitational. . 
Earned fifth place at the Panther Classic by run-
ning the mile in 5:12.18. 2002: Cross Country -
Placed 15th at the Woody Greeno Invitational 
... Finished 11th at the MVC meet in a 5K time of 
18:39.60 ... Named to the conference Scholar-
Athlete team ... Top Panther finisher at the NCAA 
Pre-National meet with a time of 22:48. Outdoor 
- Won the 800 at the Missouri Relays in a time of 
2:14.75 ... Placed second at the Saluki Classic 
with an 800 time of 215:44 ... Part of the dis-
tance medley team that took fifth place at the 
Drake Relays in 11 :44.76 .. .Finished second in 
the Open 800 at the Valley meet with a time of 
2:14.79. Indoor - Won the 800 in 2:16:43 at the 
Panther Open ... At the UNI Invitationa l, won the 
1 ODO in 2:56.80 .. . Won the Open 800 at the UNI-
Dome Open in 2:15.96 ... Placed third at the MVC 
Championships with an 800 time of 5 05.85. 2001: 
Cross Country - Set a personal best in the 5K 
when she ran 18:25 at the Ill ini Invitational, fin-
ishing in 31st place ... An injury sidelined her for 
the Midwest Regional meet Outdoor - Ran her 
fastest time of the season in the 800 meters 
(2:19.24) at the SMS Invitational with a sixth-
place finish ... At the Baldy Castillo Invitational, 
ran the 1,500 meters in 4:45.10, her best time of 
the season ... Ran the anchor leg of the distance 
medley team that finished 10th at the Texas 
Relays. Indoor - Finished fourth at the Iowa State 
Open in the 800 meters (2:15 10) .Won the 1,000 
meters at the Firstar Invitational with a time of 
2:59.60 ... Took fifth place at the MVC meet in the 
mile (5:00:43). 2000: Cross Country - Returned 
mid-way through the season ... Her top finish was 
at the conference meet when she placed 14th. 
High School: Member of the all-state and all-
state El ite teams in track and cross country .. 
MVP of cross country and track four years 
... Named all-conference in basketball .. .Lettered 
in cross country, track, softball, soccer, and bas-
ketball ... Member of the National Honor Society. 
Personal: Majoring in Biology and Chemistry 
... Daughter of the late Mike Shaw and Fran 
Southers  








Outdoor: 100mH 14:35, 200m 26.63, LJ 17-11/2 
Indoor: 60mH 8.85, LJ 17-2 1/4, 100m 12.97 
2003: Outdoor - Captured first place in the 1 DDm 
hurdles at the UNI Twilight. .. Finished seventh at 
the MUSCO Invitational, running the 1 OOm dash in 
12.97, and came in second in her heat and sixth 
overall in the 100m hurdles ... Awarded all-con-
ference honors when she finished third with a 
14.52 hurdle time at the MVC Championships .. 
Placed fifth at the John McDonnell Invitational 
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with her 14.35 fin ish. a new personal and team 
best. Indoor - Started her season by earning first 
place honors in the 60m hurdles at the Minnesota 
Invitational ... Placed second in the 60m hurdles 
at the UNI Invitational ... Tied for first place with 
teammate Deidre Dixon in the 60m hurdles at the 
Panther Open with a time of 8.85 ... Finished in 
sixth place at the Panther Classic with a 8.75 hur-
dles time. the second best time for the indoor 
season ... Came in second atthe Dome Open in 
the 60m hurdles ... Took home 12th place at the 
ISU Classic. 2002: Outdoor - Placed eighth at the 
Missouri Relays in the 200m dash with a time of 
26.84, her fastest of the season ... Ran her 
fastest 100m hurdle time of the season at MVC 
Championships ... Finished third at the UNI Open 
in the 100m hurdles in 14.81. Indoor - Placed 
seventh at the Panther Open with a 27.11, 200m 
dash time ... At the UNI Invitational, was fifth in 
the 60m hurdles in 8.95 ... Placed 31st at the ISU 
Classic with a 9.04 60m hurdles time. 2001 : 
Outdoor - At the Northern Iowa Open II, had two 
personal-best times in the 100 meter hurdles 
(15 17) and in the 200 meters (26 63) ... Placed 
eighth in the long jump with a distance of 17-1 
1 /2 set at the SMS Invitational. Indoor -
Finished in third place in the 60 meter hurdles 
(9 12) at the UNI-Dome Open ... Also competed in 
the long jump at the UNI-Dome Open with a dis-
tance of 17-2 1/4 High School: Holds eight 
school records in track ... Ran on the varsity squad 
all four years ... Holds the all-time Iowa All-Star 
Record in the shuttle hurdle with UNI volleyball 
player Molly O'Brien ... Holds eight high school 
records and four conference records .. .Lettered in 
track, softball, and basketbal l. .. Co-president of 
the National Honor Society. Personal: Majoring 
in Genera l Studies ... Daughter of Richard and 








High School: Four-time state AAU champion and 
two-time national AAU place winner in cross 
country ... Lettered four times in cross country 
and track ... Her senior year, she participated in 
the All-Star Track Meet ... Was a member of the 
National Honor Society, was in the top five per-
cent of her graduating class and was academic 
al l-conference every season ... Also participated 
in Student Council. Key Club, and Spanish Club. 
Personal: Major is undecided ... Daughter of 
Russ and Vicki Vermie  ... Chose 





Cedar Rapids, IA 
(Kennedy) 
High School: Placed first in the 400m at the 
state meet ... Four-year letter winner in track .. 
Participated in the Al l-Star Meet. .. Was first 
team all-Metro and first team MVC ... On the 
Academic Honor Roll. Personal:  . 
Daughter of Mark and Carol Wilson ... Major is 
undecided ... Chose UNI because of its good loca-








High School: Holds the school record in the 
shuttle hurdle relay and the 1 OOm hurdles ... Four-
year letter winner in track ... Four-year state qual-
ifier and Drake Relays qualifier ... Four-year state 
placer ... Senior Class Vice President ... Member 
of National Honor Society. Personal:  
 ... Intends to maJor in Accounting ... Came 
to UNI because she likes the campus and the 
track program. 
Men's Team 





St. London, Ontario 
(Reg ina Mundi) 
MVC Champ 
AII-MVC 
Indoor: 200m 22.43, 400m 48.75 
2003: Outdoor - Redshirted. Indoor - Earned first 
place in the 400 with his time of 49.6 at the 
Panther Open ... Finished fourth overal l at the 
MVC Championships in the 400 .. . Ran the 200 
with a time of 22.43 at the Panther Classic to 
earn him sixth place ... Captured 23rd at the ISU 
Classic in the 400 ... Member of the provisionally 
qualifying 4x400 that placed second and broke the 
school record at the ISU Classic with a time of 
3:08.3 ... 4x400 team also was awarded first 
place at the UNI Invitational as well as the MVC 
Championships .. Placed fifth at the Minnesota 
Invitationa l in the 200. High School: Won the 
Si lver Medal at the Canadian Junior Nationals in 
the 400 and the 4x400 in 2000 . .Took third in the 
200 and the 4x400 ... Took fourth at the Canada 
Summer Games in 2001 .. .Won the Canadian 
Espoir in the 400 in 2002 and won the Ontario 
Championships in the 200 and the 400 ... Took sec-
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ond in the 200 and the 400 at the Provincial High 
School Champions in 1999 .. Won the 400 at the 
Provincial finals in 2000 and the 200 and the 400 
in 2001 ... Named school's MVP four times and 
three times Athlete of the Year .. Was a triple 
crown trophy winner ... Competed on the cross 
country team. Personal: Majoring in Physical 
Education ... Son of Jose and Albertina Alva 
... Chose UNI because it is the 
best track school in the conference and the facili-
ties. 








Outdoor: Hammer Throw 161-08 
Indoor: Weight Throw 60-09 
2003: Outdoor - Threw his best of the season, 
161-08, in the hammer throw at the MUSCO 
Invitational ... Finished third at the John 
McDonnell Invitational, throwing the hammer 
161-03 .. . Placed seventh atthe UNI Twilight. .. 
Finished 13th in the hammer throw and eighth in 
the discus at the MVC Championships. Indoor -
Started the indoor season with a first place at the 
UNI Invitational with his throw of 57-5 1/2 .. 
Awarded second place at the MVC 
Championships with his season-best mark of 60-9 
1 /2 ... Earned first place at the Panther Open with 
his mark of 57-4 3/4 .. Fifth place finisher at the 
Panther Classic ... Placed seventh out of twenty-
two for his mark of 60-1 at the ISU Classic ... 
Finished third at the Minnesota Invitational .. 
Took first place honors with a throw of 59-8 1/4 
at the UNI-Dome Open 2002: Outdoor -
Recorded his best mark of the season in the ham-
mer throw at the SIU Spring Classic with a mark 
of 3132, which was good for 14th place. Indoor -
Finished the season on a bright note with his 
longest throw of 55-7 in the weight throw at the 
MVC Championship, placing eighth ... Earned a 
fourth-place finish at the ISU Holiday Classic with 
a 52-6 mark in the weight throw .. Placed 10th at 
the Nebraska Invitational (50-6) and sixth at the 
UNI Invitational (51-2 1/4). High School: Holds 
the school record in the discus (176-4) .. .Took 
fourth at state in the discus as. a sophomore and 
junior ... Named al l-district as a tight end in foot-
ball .. .Lettered in track, football and basketball 
... Had three academic letters. Personal: 
Majoring in Physical Education with a minor in 
Coaching ... Son of Jim and Deb Benner .  
 ... Recruited by Iowa, Iowa State and 
Nebraska. 





Cedar Falls, IA 
(Cedar Falls) 
Indoor: 5000 14:56.16, 3000 8:45.91 
2003: Outdoor - Redshirted. Indoor - Took fi rst 
place at the UNI Invite in the 5000 .. . Placed sixth 
at the Panther Open in the 3000 with his time of 
8:45.91 ... Earned a 20th-place finish at the ISU 
Classic with his 14:56.16, a season best. High 
School: Senior captain and two-time letter win-
ner in cross country and track ... In 2000, first 
team all-state and all-conference in cross country 
... Placed sixth in the 3200 at the Drake Relays 
and at the state track meet his senior year. 
Personal: Major is undecided ... Son of Dan and 
Tammy Bern  ... Chose UNI 
because it was close to home and had an excel-














Marshal ltown, IA 
(Marshalltown) 
Outdoor: 1500m 4:04.46, 3K 8:59.31 , 5K 14:48.00 
Indoor: 1 Mile 4:16, 3K 8:21 52. 5K 14:27.86 
Cross Country: BK 24:39, 10K 31 :49.46 
2003: Outdoor - Placed 20th at the Drake Relays 
in the 10,000 with his season-best time of .,, 
31 :49.26 ... Captured third place at the UNI 
Twilight in the 5000 ... Finished ninth in the 
10,000 and 14th in the 5000 at the Missouri 
Valley Conference Championships ... Ran a sea-
son best in the 3000 at the Jim Duncan 
Invitational to earn him sixth place. Indoor -
Began his indoor season with a first place at the 
UNI Invitational in the 1 mile ... At the ISU 
Classic, fin ished ninth out of 43 in the 5000 with 
a time of 14 27.86 and 15th out of 62 in the 3000 
with a time of 8 21 .52, both his best times of the 
season, as well as the best times for the UNI 
squad .. Placed third in the 3000 at the Panther 
Classic ... Came in just short of al l-MVC at the 
championship meet, placing fourth in the 5000 
with a time of 14:58.42 ... Won the 3000 at the 
Panther Open in the 3000 ... Finished fourth in the 
3000 at the Minnesota Invitational. 2002: Cross 
Country - Placed 35th at the Woody Greeno 
Invitational on Sept. 21 ... Was the second finisher 
on the squad in three meets ... Placed 12th at the 
MVC Championships in a time of 25:51, helping 
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the Panthers earn third place. Outdoor - Won the 
5000m run at the Missouri Relays ... Placed sec-
ond in the 1500 at the UNI Open and second in 
the 3000 at the Panther Open .. At the UNI-host-
ed MVC Championships, was fourth in the 
10.000m run . Indoor - Won the 3000 at the UNI-
Dome Open .. Came in fifth in the 5000 as the 
Panthers were Missouri Valley Conference Indoor 
Champions. High School: Three time captain in 
cross country ... Three time recipient of the Ben 
Cox Gatorade Frost Award. Personal: Majoring in 
Art with an emphasis in Graphic Des ign ... Son of 





Adel . IA 
(Adel-De Soto-Minburn) 
High School: A three-time state track champion 
in the 1600 and 3200 ... In 2003, was the state 
track champion in the 800, 1600, and 3200 ... A 
two-time state cross country champion ... His 
senior year. was the 1600 champion at the Drake 
Relays ... Was an active member in OARE and a 
SKI LLS role model. Personal: Majoring in 
Business ... Son of Mark Davis and Elise Kraft 
 ... Chose UNI because it had an 
exciting track program. 
UNI Career Bests 





Counc il Bluffs. IA 
(Thomas Jefferson) 
2003: Outdoor - Earned sixth place at the John 
McDonnell Invitational with his throw of 159-
04 ... Threw his best of the season, 163-8, at the 
Simpson Twilight. .. Took fifth place at the MVC 
Championships, falling just short of all-conference 
honors. 2002: Outdoor - As the Panthers' number 
one javelin th rower, had his longest throw (185-5) 
at the MVC Championships to finish fourth 
... Opened the season with a distance of 166-2 
and a third-place finish at the SIU Spring Classic 
Panther Profiles 
.. .Won the Simpson Twilight wi th a throw of 177-
0. 2001: Outdoor - Had his best javelin throw in 
UNl 's first meet of the spring, throwing 174-7 at 
the Baldy Castillo Invita tiona l for 22nd 
place .. Placed first at the UNI Open II with a toss 
of 173-4 .. .Finished first at the Badger Invitational 
with another consistent toss of 172-7 ... Threw 
161 -1 Oat the MVC Championships, good enough 
for sixth place. High School : Earned four letters 
in track and baseball, also earned three in foot-
ba ll and basketba ll. Placed third in the discus at 
state meet as a senior ... Was a two-t ime state 
qualifier in track .. .Was a member of Band Council, 
D.A.R .E. and was a student mentor. Personal: 
Major is Phys ical Education with a minor in Real 
Estate ... Son of Ron Dennis and Mary Harris 
 ... Chose UNI because of the peo-





Mt Pleasant, IA 
(Central Lee) 
High School: Was a two-time state track cham-
pion ... Placed fourth at state in soccer .. 
Member of the Student Council. Personal Born 
, to Bion and Roxanne Dobson ... Was 
recruited by Iowa State and Centra l Col lege .. 
Intends to major in Computer Information 
Systems ... Chose UNI because of the campus 
and the good coaches. 









Outdoor: 11 Om H 14.24, 200m 22.32, 400m H 53.56 
Indoor: 60m H 8 08. 400m 49.84 
2003: Outdoor - Finished second at the UNI 
Twi light in the 110 high hurdles .. Took home 
sixth in the 11 Om hurdles and fifth place in the 
400m hurdles at the MVC Championships . 
Placed 18th overall in the 400m hurdles at the 
highly competitive Drake Relays .. First leg of the 
4x400 relay team that took second at the 
Missouri Relays ... Member of the shuttle hurd le 
team that was first in their heat and took second 
overal l at the Drake Relays with their time of 
57.94 ... Earned third place at the MUSCO 
Invitational in the 11 Om hurdles and 12th in the 
400m dash. Indoor · Won first place at the first 
indoor meet of the season, the UNI Invitational, in 
the 60m hurdles ... Came in second at the Panther 
Open ... Awarded all-conference honors when he 
finished third at the Va lley championships with 
his best time in the 60m hurdles, 8.08 ... Fini shed 
sixth at the ISU Classic in the 60m hurdles with a 
provisionally qual ifyi ng time of 8.10 ... Earned 
first in his heat and second overal l in the 60m 
hurdles at the Minnesota Invitational ... Placed 
fifth at the UNI-Dome Open ... Was a member of 
the 4x400 that earned first place at the MVC 
Championships, placed second at the ISU Classic 
with a school record-breaking time of 3:08.3, and 
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earned first place at the Panther Classic with a 
new Dome record time of 3:12.64. 2002: Outdoor 
-Had the fastest 11 Om hurdles for a Panther at 
the MUSCO Twilight with a time of 14.24 and a 
second-place finish ... Placed fourth at the UNI 
Open in the 200 with his fastest time of 22.32 
... In the 400m hurdles, ran his fastest time (54 84) 
at the Missouri Relays ... Ran the second leg of 
the 4x400 meter relay team at the Badger Open. 
Indoor - At the UNI-Dome Open, ran his fastest 
60m hurdles in a time of 8.23 for an eighth-place 
fin ish ... Ran the 400m at the Iowa State Classic in 
a time of 49.84 .. .Was a member of the 4x400 
meter relay team at the UNI Invitational. High 
School: Took second at state in the 400 hurdles 
.. .Finished third in the 110 high hurdles and fourth 
in the 4x400 at state .. . Personal best in the 110 
hurdles was 14.71 , while it was 54.6 in the 400 
hurdles and 49.5 in the 400 ... Involved in FCA, the 
Spanish Club and FFA. Personal: Majoring in 
History Education ... Son of Bill Drury and Christy 
Foreman .. . Chose UNI because of 
the great track and field team and because of the 
major classes. 









Outdoor: 1 OOm 11 .32, 200m 21 .91 , 24-2 1/2 
2003: Outdoor - Member of the record-breaking 
4x400 meter relay which took first place at the 
MVC Championships and fourth at the NCAA 
Regional meet ... Placed second in the long jump 
at the MVC Championships with his leap of 24-2 
1 /2 ... Ran a personal- and team-best time of 
21.91 in the 200 meters at the John McDonnell 
Invitational ... Third leg of the 4x200 meter relay 
team which broke another school record at the 
Drake Relays with their time of 1 24.37 ... Indoor 
- Redshirted. High School: Three-year state 
track qual ifier .... 2-A state champion in the long 
jump and 200 meters in 2002 ... First team all-
state in 2001 and 2002 ... First team Elite All-
State in 2002 .. Two-time conference MVP in 
track and fie ld ... First team all-state in both bas-
ketball and football in 2002. Personal: Son of 
Tim and Kathy Eichmeier ... Honor Roll student .  
 . Chose UNI because it is close to 
home and has a great education program .. Also 






West Des Moines, IA 
(Valley) 
High School: Received Elite All -State honors in 
cross country and track ... State track champion in 
the 4x800 ... In 2002, the cross country captain 
took eighth place at the state cross country meet 
... Member of the squad that took second at state 
... In 4A competition, finished 10th in the 3200 
with a time of 9:45 ... Received the Nationa l 
Scholar Athlete Award with a 4.03 GPA . . Active 
member in the National Council for Youth 
Leadership, National Honor Society, Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters, FCA and Student Council. 
Personal: Majoring in Biology: Biomedical ... Son 
of Todd and Penny Fisher ... Has one brother, 
Aust in  ... Chose UNI because of 
the campus size. the biology program, and rep-
utable track/cross country program 





Des Moines, IA 
(Roosevelt) 
Outdoor: 3000m 9:02 08, 5000m 15:09, 
3000m Stpl. 10 05.93 
Indoor: 3000m 8:45, 5000m 15:27 
2003: Outdoor - Ran his best time. 15 29.37, in 
the 5000 at the UNI Twilight, earning him second 
place .. Captured two fifth places, both in the 
1500 and 800, at the Jim Duncan Invitational. 
Indoor - Earned fifth place in the 5000 at the first 
meet of the indoor season ... Finished ninth place 
in the 3000 at the Panther Classic with a time of 
8 55.45 .. . Placed 40th in the 5000 at the ISU 
Classic with his best time of the season. 
15:42.59 ... Awarded 20th place at the Val ley 
Conference meet in the 3000 ... Finished sixth at 
the UNI-Dome Open in the 3000. 2002: Cross 
Country - The team's top finisher at the Valley 
meet where he was 11th overall ... Had the sev-
enth fastest time in the conference after his 
eighth-place finish at the University of Illinois in 
25 25 ... Was 59th at the Woody Greeno 
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Invitational in 26:58. Outdoor - A distance runne r, 
he had the fastest time for a Panther in the 3000 
with a time of 9 02.08 at the John McDonnell 
Invite for an eighth-place finish .. .Won the UNI 
Open in the 3,000m steeplechase with a time of 
10 05.93 .. . Ran the 5,000m at the Missouri Relays 
in his fastest time of the year (1 5 2279) Indoor -
His fastest 3,000m came at the ISU Holiday 
Classic with a time of 8:56.26 for a third-place 
finish ... Ran the 5,000 against some tough compe-
tition at the Iowa State Classic with a time of 
1537.94 2001: Cross Country - Saved his best 
performance of the fall for the MVC 
Championships where he finished in 12th place 
with a time of 25 25 ... Ran a sol id 3340.4 in the 
only 1 OK event of the year at the Midwest 
Regional to earn 11 2th place. 2000: Cross 
Country - His top fini sh of the year was at the 
Pre-Regional Meet in Waterloo, Iowa, where he 
took 11th place .. .Fastest times of the season 
were 25:45 in the BK and 32.17 in the 1 OK. 
Outdoor - Redshirted. Indoor - Redshirted. High 
School: On the cross country all-state team his 
junior and senior years ... Track all-state his junior 
and senior seasons ... State champion in the 
3200m during his senior year .. Elite all-state in 
track and cross country ... Six track team titles in 
1999 ... Made the Honor Roll as a junior and sen-
ior ... Involved in Spanish Club and Outdoor Club. 
Personal: Majoring in Economics, minor in 
Accounting and Coaching ... Also recruited by 
Nebraska, Missouri and Iowa State ... Son of Mike 
and Nancy Graham  
UNI Career Bests 
Outdoor: High Jump 6-6 





New Hartford, IA 
(Dike-New Hartford) 
2003: Outdoor - Cleared 6-6 at the Simpson 
Twilight, his top height of the season, to earn him 
a first-place fin ish ... Placed eighth at the 
Missouri Relays .. . Finished fifth at the MVC 
Championships with a clearance of 6-6 .. . 
Captured fifth place at the UNI Twi light ... Earned 
sixth place at the John McDonnell Invitational 
when he cleared 6-5 1 /2 Indoor - Tied for second 
place with fel low UNI jumper. Rory Howell, at the 
UNI Invitational with a leap of 6-6 . .. Cleared 6-8 
at the MVC Championships, good enough to earn 
UNIPANTH ERS.COM 
him seventh place ... Came in 10th at the Panther 
Classic in the high jump ... Finished 12th at the 
Minnesota Invitational, leaping for a height of 6-
6. High School: Four-time conference champ 
.. .Placed three times in the high jump at state 
and twice in the 4x400 ... Holds four school 
records - high jump (6-8), 800 (1 59 5), 4x400 
(3:25), Medley (ran the 800 - 3:34) .. .First team all-
conference ... Cross country team won the confer-
ence title ... Named all-conference .,.District 
champs and state runner-up as a team in 1999 
.. .First team al l-conference and first team all-dis-
trict in basketball ... Two-time conference champs 
... Third at state in 2000 .. . Member of the district 
champion and state runner-up football team 
... Made the Honor Roll, won academic letters 
... Also a member of the Student Council, and was 
a conflict manager and a DARE role model. 
Personal: Majoring in Physical Education .. . Son 
of David and Kim Grandon  
... Chose UNI because wanted to be a part of the 







High School: Holds the 60m record at the 
Hamilton Spectator games ... 2002 OFSAA 400 
meter champion ... Earned two first places at the 
2002 OIFA Indoor meet in the 400 and the 800. 
Personal: Son of Hubert and Valerie Harris .. 
Majoring in Bio-Medicine ... Chose UNI because 
it's a great school and has an awesome 400 pro-
gram. 








Outdoor: Shot put 45-1 3/4, Hammer Throw 130-05 
Discus 146-11 
2003: Outdoor: Took three eighth places at the 
John McDonnell Invite in the shot put, discus and 
hammer throw .. .. Earned a ninth-place finish at 
Panther Profile~ 
the MVC championships in the discus for his toss 
of 146-11 and 12th place for shot put ... At the 
Simpson Invitational, threw the shot for a dis-
tance of 45-1 , his best of the season ... Indoor -
Redshirted. High School: Holds the high school 
record in the shot put (57-6) and the discus (1 72-
8) .. . Finished fourth at the state wrestling tourna-
ment ... all-state football player ... Big Bend aca-
demic all-conference .. . Involved in HOSA and 
Spanish Club. Personal: Son of Bi ll and Leslie 
Hayes  . Majoring in Physica l 
Education (non-teaching) and minoring in 
Coaching ... Also recruited by Northern Ill inois 
and Wartburg ... Chose UNI because it's a great 
school. 







Outdoor: 400m 49.57, 800m 1 51.61 
Indoor: 600m 1 :20.59, 800m 1 54.82 
2003: Outdoor - Ran his best 400 time of the out-
door season, 49.57, to earn him fi fth place at the 
Missouri Relays ... Finished 11th at the John 
McDonnell Invitational in the 800 ... Tied for first 
place in the 800 at the UNI Twilight .. At the 
MUSCO Invitational, ran the 800 in 1 :54.60 to 
place him 12th overal l ... Fell short of all-confer-
ence with his fourth-place finish in the 800 at the 
MVC Championships Indoor - Rari his fastest 
800 time of 1 54.82 at the Panther Classic to earn 
him third place .. Finished sixth in the 600 at the 
Minnesota Invitational ... Earned second place in 
the 800 at the UNI Invitational with a time of 
1 54.88 .. Finished 12th overall in the 800 at the 
MVC Championships ... Member of the 4x400 that 
placed first at the UNI Invitational. 2002: Outdoor 
- Redshirted. Indoor - A middle distance runner, 
ran his fastest 600m at the UNI Invitational with a 
time of 1 21.95 and a third-place finish ... At the 
first meet of the year, the ISU Holiday Classic, ran 
a personal-best 1 54.88 in the 800m, while taking 
sixth place ... Ran the lead-off leg of the 4x400 
team that placed third at the UNI Invitational in a 
time of 3:21.49. High School Member of 
Waverly-Shell Rock's distance medley team that 
owns the state record ... Drake Relays champion in 
the distance medley.Was state champion in the 
800m ... Earned four letters in track and three in 
wrestl ing. Personal: Major is Fine Arts ... Son of 
Tom and Mary Ann Hinders ..  
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UNI Career Bests 
DIRK 
HOMEWOOD 
Senior • Long Sprints 
Cedar Falls. IA 
(Cedar Falls) 
All-American 
5x NCAA Qualifier 
2x MVC Champ 
13x AII-MVC 
Outdoor: 200m 21.91, 400m 46.10 
Indoor: 60m 6.96, 200m 21.15, 400m 47 .13 
2003: Outdoor - Ran his best time of the season 
in the 400 at the MUSCO Invitational where he 
received first place ... Won the 200m at the UNI 
Twilight ... Became conference runner-up in the 
400m with his time of 46.36 ... Member of the 
4x400 team that captured first place at the MVC 
Championships, fourth at the Drake Relays, and 
fourth at the regional meet. .. Took second place 
in his heat at the regional 111eet. .. Anchored the 
4x200 team that broke the school record with 
their 1 :24.37 time at the Drake Relays ... Helped 
the Panthers' 4x100 relay team capture second 
place at the MVC Championships and second at 
the MUSCO Invitational ... Finished 13th in the 
nation after his 46.70 time in the 400 ... Broke 
another UNI school record as a member of the 
sprint medley team that finished third with a time 
of 3:17.27 at the Drake Relays ... Named as a first 
team 2003 Verizon Academic All-District VII and 
second team Verizon Academic All-American. 
Indoor - Led the Panther squad with the fastest 
times in the 200. 400 and 600 ... Broke two 
school records as wel l as set personal bests in 
the ISU Classic. running the 400 in 46.17. which 
automatically qualified him for nationals. and the 
200 in 21.15. which provisionally qualified him for 
the national meet ... Captured first place in the 
200 and 60 at the UNI Invitational ... Won the 400 
at the Panther Classic ... Member of the MVC 
4x400 championship team that also took first 
place at the Panther Classic and second at ISU 
Classic with a school record-breaking time of 
3:08.3 ... Was awarded two firsts at the Val ley 
conference meet. both in the 400 and 4x400. and 
second place in the 200 with a. time of 21 .9 ... 
Placed first in the 200 at the Panther Open .. 
Finished second in the 600 at the Minnesota 
Invitational. 2002: Outdoor - Started the season 
by winning the 400 meter dash in the first outdoor 
meet ... Captured first place in the 400m dash at 
the UNI Open .. .Won the 400 at the MUSCO 
Twilight Meet ... Set a meet record with his first-
place time of 47.06 at the Missouri Relays 
... Broke the school record previously set by Joey 
Woody by more than half a second and ran an 
NCAA provisional qualifying time in the 400m 
dash at the MUSCO Twilight Meet in a time of 
46.10 ... Named MVP at the Missouri Valley 
Conference Championships after finish ing first in 
the 400m dash. second in the 200m dash. and 
running the third leg of the winning 4x100 relay 
team ... Qualified for the NCAA Championships in 
the 400m dash. Indoor - Was honored as an all-
American when his distance medley team fin-
ished fourth with a time of 933: 14. a school 
record .. .Was named Missouri Valley Conference 
Athlete of the Week ... Won the Open 400 at the 
UNI-Dome Open ... Came in third at the ISU 
Holiday Meet ... Won the 200m dash at the 
Panther Open ... First place finisher out of 36 run-
ners at the UNI Invitational in the 400m dash with 
a time of 47.65 ... At the MVC indoor champi-
onships, was fourth in the 400. and after running 
a 21.48 NCAA provisional qualifying time in the 
200 prelims. he placed third in the finals. 2001 : 
Outdoor - Won the Northern Iowa Open I in the 
200m dash with his best time of the season 
21.98 ... Placed fifth in the 400m dash at the MVC 
Championships with a season best time of 
48.05 ... .Was a pivotal member of the 4x400m 
relay team that placed third at the conference 
meet and sixth at the Baldy Castillo Invitational. 
Indoor - Redshirted. High School: Named all-
state and all-conference ... School record holder in 
the 400m .. .Lettered in track and basketball. .. 
Mississippi Valley Conference all-academic team 
for basketball. .. Graduated top in his class with a 
4.0 GPA. Personal: Majoring in Mathematics 
Education ... Son of Richard and Debra Homewood 
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Indoor: 200m 22.45, 400m 49.63 
2003: Outdoor - Earned second place at the UNI 
Twilight with a 49.88 time in the 400. Indoor -
Finished fourth at the UNI Invitational ... Placed 
ninth at the Minnesota Invitational in the 200 ... 
Just missed the finals of the 400 at the MVC 
Championships. placing eighth in the semis with 
his season best time of 49.63 .. . Came in sixth at 
the Panther Open in the 200 and 11th in the 400 
at the Panther Classic ... Earned 31st place at the 
ISU Classic with his season best time of 22.45 in 
the 200 meter dash ... Member of the distance 
medley team that placed third at the MVC 
Championships. High School: Former state 
record holder in the 400 ... State meet record in 
the 400 (47.43) .. .Finished third at high school 
nationals in the 400 ... Holds eight school records 
... Named first team all-state in basketball ... A 
DARE role model and participated in choir. band 
and jazz choir. Personal: Majoring in Criminal 
Justice ... Son of Pat and Peg Kedley ..  
 ... Chose UNI because of the academic 








High School: Two-sport athlete .. Earned three 
letters in track, two in footba ll and one in basket-
ball ... Team captain ... Named All-Area and 
received all-district honors in football as a sen-
ior ... Coached by Bill Whitley .. 2000 state cham-
pion in the 200 meters in Class 5A ... Timed in 
21.5 ... All-district in track twice ... Also recruited 
by Baylor and North Texas, and by Oklahoma for 
track. Personal: Major undecided ... Born 
 in Germany ... Also member of the UNI 
football team ... Father is retired from the mili-







High School: Placed 17th at the 2003 European 
Championships ... Finished second at the Finnish 
National Indoor Championships and second at the 
National Outdoor Championships in 2002 ... 2001 
Finnish school champions. Personal: Son of 
John Kivioja and Arja Loytynoja  
 .. Majoring in Physical Education with a 
Coaching minor ... Also recruited by the University 
of Minnesota ... Chose UNI because of the out-







High School: Earned the title of three-time Elite 
All-State in cross country ... In 2002, finished fifth 
individually and third as a team ... A three-time 
Drake Relays qualifier and four-time state qualifi-
Panther Profile~ 
er ... In 2003, finished second in the 3200 and 
third in the 1600 ... Along with his athletic suc-
cess, was a member of the National Honor 
Society, Business Professionals of America. 
Student Council. and SADD. Personal: Majoring 
in Biology: Biomedical ... Son of Dave and Lori 
Lawson ... Has siblings Brad and Andy  
... Chose UNI because he saw a bright 





Triple Jump/Long Jump 
Sliven, Bulgaria 
(Diueltar Rohou) 
High School: Took sixth place at the European 
Championships in Poland in 2003 .. . Took fourth at 
the Bulgaria National Championships. Personal: 
 .... Undecided major ... Chose UNI 
because of the campus and track program. 
UNI Career Bests 
Outdoor: 11 Om H 15.30 





West Des Moines. IA 
(Valley) 
2003: Outdoor - Member of the shuttle hurdle 
relay team that finished second at the Drake 
Relays .. Captured third place at the UNI Twi light 
in the 11 Om hurd les, fin ishing with a time of 
15.43. Indoor - Awarded third place at the UNI 
Invitational in the 60m hurdles with a time of 
8.53 ... Came in 10th in the prelims at the Panther 
Classic with his best time of the season, 8.39 .. . 
Came in 14th at the UNI-Dome Open in the finals. 
High School: Won the 110m high hurd les at the 
Drake Relays in 2001 ... Took second in the 110m 
high hurdles at the Drake Relays in 2000 
.. .Finished in third place at the state meet in the 
11 Om high hurdles .. .Three-year track letter winner 
and co-captain as a senior ... A member of the 
Honor Roll and FCA. Personal: Major is Business 
Management with a minor in Coaching ... Son of 
Michael and Janice McCullough  







Outdoor: Discus 166-02, Javelin 162-0 
2003: Outdoor - Finished third in the shot put 
and third in the javelin at the UNI Twilight 
Invitational ... Set a personal- and team-best 
record for the outdoor season at the MVC champi-
onships in the discus with his toss of 166-02 .. 
Earned a fourth-place finish at the John 
McDonnell Invitational in the discus ... Took 
fourth place at the Simpson Invitational in the dis-
cus. Indoor - Redshirted. High School: Two-year 
state champion in the discus ... Holds the school 
record in discus at Ames High School ... 2001 all-
state basketball. .. Academic all-state. Personal: 
Son of David and Laura Miller  
 .. Majoring in Business Administration 
and minoring in Ethics ... Chose UNI because of 
the great coaches. 





Iowa City, IA 
(City High) 
2x AII-MVC 
Outdoor: 800m 1 :55.44, 1500m 3:52.04 
Indoor: Mile 4:11.40, 600m 123.80, 1000m 2:32.6 
.2003: Outdoor - Ran his best 800 t ime of 1 :55.44 
at the Simpson Twi light .. Placed ninth in the 800 
and 14th in the 1500 at the Missouri Relays. 
Ran a season and team best time of 3:54.41 in 
the 1500 at the MUSCO Invitational ... Finished 
eighth at the MVC Championships. Indoor -
Placed third in the 1000 with a time of 2:32.50 at 
the Panther Classic .. Member of the distance 
medley team that earned all-conference honors 
with their th ird-place finish at the MVC 
Championships 2002: Cross Country - Finished 
28th at the Iowa State Open in a time of 26 59 
... Owned the eighth fastest time in the Missouri 
Valley when he ran a 25:32 at the University of 
Illinois, where he finished 10th ... Consistently a 
top three runner for the Panther squad. Outdoor -
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Ran his fastest 1500m at the MUSCO Twi light 
with a time of 3:52.04 and an eighth-place finish 
... Ran the 800m at the Missouri Relays in a time 
of 1 55.74 .. .Finished 20th at the Stanford 
Invitational in the 1500 in a time of 3:54.20 
against some tough competition. Indoor - Ran 
his fastest mile (4:11 40) at the ISU National 
Qual ifier whi le finishing eighth at the meet 
... Placed fourth at the MVC Championships in the 
mile with a time of 4:12.72. 2001: Cross Country 
- Ran his fastest time of the fal l (25 37) at the 
Ill inois Invitational, where he finished 61 st...Took 
home 19th place at the MVC Championships with 
a time of 2542.9. High School: Qualified for the 
state meet in the mile his junior and senior 
years ... Was a member of three state cross coun-
try team championships at City High Personal: 
Major is Psychology ... Son of Ed and Carol 
Moreno ... Also recruited by Iowa and Iowa State 
 









Outdoor: 1 OOm 10 94, 400m 46.19 
Indoor: 60m 7.22, 200m 22.18, 300m 34.27, 
400m 46.84 
2003: Outdoor - Won the 400m Open at the 
John McDonnell Invitational with his season and 
team best time of 46.19 ... Captured the confer-
ence title as a member of the 4x400 re lay team, 
as well as fourth at the Drake Relays and fourth 
at the regional meet. .. Took third at the MUSCO 
Invitational in the 400 .. . Took fourth place in the 
400 at the MVC Championships ... Member of the 
sprint medley team that broke the school record 
with their 3:17.27 time at the Drake Relays 
Indoor - Placed 11 th in the 600 at the Minnesota 
Invitational ... Earned all-conference honors with 
his second-place finish in the 400 at the MVC 
Championships ... Came in third out of 54 in the 
400 at the ISU Classic with a time of 46.84, a per-
sonal best ... Awarded two second places at the 
UNI Invitational for the 200 and 400 ... Was a 
member of the 4x400 team that captured fi rst 
place at the MVC Championships and broke the 
school record with their 3:08.30 fin ish at the ISU 
Classic. 2002: Outdoor - Ran his fastest 100 of 
the season in the preliminaries of the John 
McDonnell Invitational with a time of 10.94 ... At 
the MVC Championships, he finished fourth in the 
400m dash with a time of 47.50, his personal best 
... A member of the 4x400 team that ran 3:10.31 at 
the John McDonnell Invitational to place second, 
running the third leg ... Earned al l-MVC honors 
with a second-place finish at the conference meet 
in the 4x400. Indoor - Helped set the school 
record in the 4x400 where he ran the third leg at 
the ISU National Qualifier with a team time of 
3:09 03 ... In the first meet of the season, the ISU 
Holiday Classic, ran the 300m in a time of 34.27 
and a second place finish ... His fastest 400m 
came at the Nebraska Invitational with a time of 
48. 52 and a fifth-place f inish .. .Took fourth at the 
Panther Open and at the UNI Invitational in the 
200m dash. High School: National junior record 
holder in the 300 (3430) and in the 4x400 
(3: 16.38) ... National champion in the 400 and the 
4x400. Personal: Majoring in Management 
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Information Systems with a minor in Coaching 
... Son of Davor and Marjana Peitel  
... Chose UNI because it is a good school with 







High School Took first place in the 5000m at .,,.. 
the Balkan Championships in 2003 ... Won the 
European Club Championships for Juniors in the 
1500m. Personal Born in Zagreb, 
Croatia ... Majoring in Management Information 
Systems 







Outdoor Shot Put 49-1, Discus 141-2 
Indoor: Shot Put 48-4 
2003: Outdoor - Captured fourth place at the 
Missouri Relays in the shot put and 11th in the 
discus throw with distances of 48-1 1 /4 and 141-
2, respectively ... Finished eighth in the confer-
ence in the shot put. .. Took home a sixth place in 
the shot put and seventh in the discus at the John 
McDonnell Invitationa l ... Earned seventh place at 
the MUSCO Invitational by throwing the shot 49-
1. Indoor - Finished ninth in the shot put at the 
Panther Classic ... Placed 11th in the prelims of 
the MVC Championships with his best throw of 
the season, 48-4 ... Earned fifth place at the 
Panther Open with his throw of 47-10 3/4. High 
School: Competed in the Youth Olympics in 1998 
and the World Youth Championships in 1999 
... Personal best in the shot was 52-6 ... In 2001 , 
threw at the European Junior Championships. 
Personal Majoring in Computer Science ... Son 









High School: Ontario champion in the 800m .. 
Won the Silver Medal in the 400m in 2003 .. 
Took first place in the Espoir Meet with his record 
setting time in the 800m. Personal:
in Canada ... Intends to major in Physical 
Education ... Was an Ontario Scholar ... Chose 
UNI because it gave him the opportunity for both 
academic and athletic improvement. 







Outdoor: 1500m 4:01.62, 3000m Stpl. 9:17.91 , 
5000m 15:18.88 
Indoor: 3000m 8:48.21, 5000m 15:18.97, 
Mile 4:21.17 
2003: Outdoor - Finished second in the 1500 
meters at the UNI Twilight with his best time of 
the season, 4 01 .62 ... Placed fourth in the 3000 
meter steeplechase at the John McDonnell 
Invite ... Took second place at the MUSCO 
Invitational with his 917.91 in the 3000m steeple-
chase ... Earned a ninth-place finish at the MVC 
championships in the 3000. Indoor - Finished 
third at the UNI-Dome Open in the 3000 meters .. 
Placed second at the UNI Invite in the 5000 with 
his best time of the indoor season, 1518.97 .. At 
the Panther Open, finished third in the mile. High 
School: Three-time all-state cross country 
.. . Was state runner-up in cross country as a jun-
ior ... Placed second at the state track meet in the 
3200, fourth in the 1600 and second in the sprint 
medley ... His academic success included 
National Honor Society and being on the Honor 
Roll all four years. Personal: Majoring in 
Business Administration .. . Son of Richard and 
Jeri Stolley  
Panther Profile~ 
(Vasvari Pal Gimnazium) 
High School: Three-time Hungarian Youth 
Champion ... Placed 23rd in the World Youth 
Championships in the 3000. Personal: Major is 
undecided ... Son of Tibor and Zsuzsanna Vegh 
 ... Chose UNI because other 
Hungarians told him about the track team. 









Outdoor: 100m 10.77, 200m 21.56 
Indoor 60, 6 98, 200m 21 99, 300m 35.15 
2003: Outdoor - Finished fourth in the 1 DD and 
seventh in the 200 at the Missouri Relays ... 
Placed 18th in the prelims of the John McDonnell 
Invitational with his fastest 1 DD time of the sea-
son, 10.99, and seventh in the 200 with a time of 
21 .97, also his fastest of the season .. . Member 
of the 4x200 team that took third place at the 
Drake Relays with their time of 1 24.37 .. 
Captured first place at the UNI Twilight in the 
1 DO ... Member of the 4x1 DD relay team that won 
first at the UNI Twilight, took fifth at the Drake 
Relays, second at the MUSCO Invitational, and 
earned all -conference honors with their second-
place finish at the MVC Tournament. Indoor -
Placed seventh in the prelims in the 60m dash 
with a season best time of 7.04 and sixth overall 
at the UNI-Dome Open ... Finished eighth at the 
Minnesota Invitational in the 60m .. . Took fifth 
place at the UNI Invitational ... Captured third 
place in the 60 and second place in the 200 at the 
Panther Open ... Came in 19th out of 62 in the 
200 at the competitive ISU Classic. 2002: 
Outdoor - Ran his fastest 100m of the season in 
10.77 at the MUSCO Twilight, which was the sec-
ond fastest time for a Panther on the year .. .Took 
fifth place at the MVC Championships in the 
200m with a time of 21 .56 ... Ran the second leg 
of the 4x100 team that won the MVC title in a 
time of 40.45, a new track record .. . Ran the 
anchor leg of the 4x400 at the MUSCO Twilight 
that finished third. Indoor - His fastest 60m dash 
of the season came during the semifinals of the 
MVC Championships with a time off 6.98 
... Against some tough competition, ran his best 
200m at the Iowa State Classic in a time of 21 99 
.. Opened his career at UNI with a time of 35.15 
in the 300m at the ISU Hol iday Classic, putting 
him in fifth place High School: Conference 
champ in the 100, the 4x100 and the 400 
... Named to the Ottumwa High Hall of Fame 
... Athlete of the Week in 1999 ... Recognized as 
one of the top 1 D runners in the state of Iowa by 
the Des Moines Register ... Took second at state in 
the 400, fifth in the 100 and third in the 200 
... Member of the Honor Roll and the Presidents 
Club. Personal: Majoring in Elementary 
Education with a minor in Coaching ... Son of Mark 
and Connie Wilson  .. .Chose UNI 
because of the good education program and the 
elite track program. 
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Thi~ I~ UNI 
Building on a strong tradition of teacher education, the University of 
Northern Iowa has evolved into one of the finest comprehensive publ ic universi-
t ies in the country. UNI emphasizes excellence in undergraduate education and 
offers selected graduate programs at the master's, specialist's and doctoral lev-
els. 
UN l's heritage and philosophy place great value on providing a student-cen-
tered educational experience. The university offers a learning environment that 
is smal l enough to provide students individualized attention, yet large enough 
to provide a variety of resources, including distinguished faculty. 
Today, UNI offers more than 120 undergraduate majors. Outstanding aca-
demic programs, many of which are nationally-recognized for their excellence, 
have been established in the colleges of Business Administration, Education, 
Humanities and Fine Arts. Natural Sciences, and Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. In addition, UNI participates in the bachelor of liberal studies pro-
gram offered by Iowa's Regent Universities and provides classes in centers 
around the state through the division of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs. 
Recognized as the premier public undergraduate university in the state, 
UNI is experiencing an increasing demand for its high-quality programs. 
Enrollment at UNI was 13,926 students in the fall of 2002, only one percent 
away from becoming the fifth consecutive record enrol lment. Students come 
from every county in Iowa; about 95 percent of UN l's undergraduate students 
are residents of Iowa. 
The University of Northern lciwa was founded in 1876 as the Iowa State Normal 
School. It became Iowa State Teachers College in 1909. In 1961 , the name was 
changed to State College of Iowa, and in 1967, the Iowa Legislature changed 
the status of the institution to that of a university under its present title. 
The University of Northern Iowa was founded in 1876 as the Iowa State 
Normal School. It became Iowa State Teachers College in 1909. In 1961 , the 
name was changed to State Col lege of Iowa, and in 1967, the Iowa Legislature 
changed the status of the institution to that of a university under its present 
title. 
Highlights 
• UNI has ranked second in Midwest top public comprehensive 
universities by U.S. News and World Report for six consecutive 
years. 
• UNI prides itself on smaller class sizes that enhance faculty-
student interaction and personalized instruction. Lower division 
classes average 37 students per class; upper division classes 
average only 27 students per class. 
• UNl's Residential Network, ResNet, provides high-speed net-
work computing to students living in the residence halls. The 
MyUNlverse portal is every student's personalized gateway to 
university resources and beyond, with direct access to every-
thing from grades and Li-bil ls to the top headlines from around 
the world. 
• UNI students are actively involved with more than 180 student 
organizations, including special interest clubs, sororities and 
fraternities. religious groups and academic groups. 
• UNI is the alma mater of NFL and Superbowl MVP Kurt Warner, 
as well as U S Sen. Charles Grassley. 
• The UNI Wel lness/Recreation Center. attached to the north side 
of the UNI-Dome, features the highest climbing wall in the 
Midwest, two pools, a running track, weight and fitness rooms, 
and courts for basketball, volleyball and racquetba ll. 
~, 1 i fiJlctlTI 
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One of the most important aspects of a future productive life is your educa-
tion. Fortunately, this education period comes early in life while you have the time 
and energies necessary to accomplish this very worthwhile goal. Obtaining a col-
lege education and ultimately a degree is the student-athlete's responsibility. The 
education process means managing your time wisely so that the educational, athlet-
ic and social aspects of your life have an appropriate share of time. 
At given times. students may find it necessary to ask for help in accomplishing 
an educational task. At Northern Iowa, the following services are available to stu-
dents for obtaining guidelines and/or specific help. 
ACADEMIC COUNSELING 
An advisor has been assigned responsibi lities across the Athletics Department 
and wi ll assist you in: 
• Scheduling 
• Choice of major 
• Selection of a major advisor 
• Tutorial services 
• Maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree 
The Athletics Academic Advisor works closely with the University's Academic 
Advising Services to provide a variety of services to help students achieve their per-
sonal, career and academic goals. 
Professional and peer advisors help students ... 
• Prioritize life/professional goals 
• Utilize University resources 
• Select appropriate courses 
• Resolve academic difficulties 
• Interpret institutional academic requirements 
The Reading/Learning Strategies Program provides many services for stu-
dents. including free four-week courses in: 
• Speed Reading -- double your reading rate 
• Effective Study Strategies -- practice techniques for 
learning, managing time and preparing for exams 
• Study Reading -- open to students referred by the 
Teacher Education Program 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 
The mission of the Educational Opportunity Program is to provide supportive 
services which are essential for the identification, recruitment. retention and gradu-
ation of minority and educationally disadvantaged students who traditionally have 
not had equal access to higher educational institutions. Services provided to partic-
ipants include: 
• Academic and career counseling 
• Tutorial services 
• Financial aid counseling and advising 
• Personal counseling 
• Course selection and registration 
• Educational planning 
In order to be an EOP participant, the student must be a minority student or be 
educationally disadvantaged, as evidenced by having an ACT score of 15 or less 
and/or placing in the bottom half of his/her high school graduating class. 
CENTER FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
The Center for Academic Achievement is a student service organization. Its 
goal is to provide all students with the assistance necessary to develop or polish 






UNl's Academic All-Americans 
1996 Jon Judisch 
1998 Jon Judisch 
1999 Levente Timar 
2000 Levente Timar 
2001 Levente Timar 
2002 Balazs Csil lag 
2003 Dirk Homewood 
MISSOURI VALLEY CONFERENCE SCHOLAR-ATHLETE PERFORMERS 
1993 Gregg Garn, Jason McCleary, Chad Flynn. Cole Honeck, Jeff Joiner, 
Jason Meyer, Bob Smith. Dyan Fluhrer. Keri Hamilton, Heidi Heiar, 
Paula Nemmers, Marchelle Short. Kelly VanDePol 
1994 Gregg Garn. Jeff Joiner, Tim Suchan, Matt Casil las, Chad Flynn, 
Jason Meyer, Mike Moats, Kory Swart, Guy Willey, Jacque 
Askeland, Kelly VanDePol, Jennifer Bradford, Keri Hamilton. Heidi 
Heiar, Laura Little 
1995 Alex Garn, Chad Flynn, Kory Swart, Tim Suchan, Matt Casillas, Laura 
Little. Theresa Lux 
1996 Chad Flynn. Alex Garn, Jon Judisch, Kyle Kepler, Mike Maddox. 
Jason Meyer, Tim Suchan, Kory Swart, Joey Woody, Jenny Jackson, 
Laura Little, Theresa Lux, Cindra Schell ing 
1997 Marshall Blaine, Jon Judisch, Kyle Kepler, Joey Woody, Keri 
Clevenger, Rhonda Eiben, Brenna Fleishman, Denise Sauerbre i, 
Kendra Stannard. Michelle Surber 
1998 Marshall Blaine, Jon Judisch, Kyle Kepler, Brent MacLagan. Juri 
Rovan, April Stepanek 
1999 Brock Boettcher. Sam Burkett, Balasz Csillag, Travis Geopfert. Jon 
Judisch. Tim Kirchoff, Brent MacLagan, Bill Nordyke, Levente Timar, 
Jill Bakewell, Rachel Dozark, Brenna Fleishman, Jill George, Teresa 
Grothus, Kendra Stannard. Kari Thilges, Melissa Yerk 
2000 Rob Brock, Balazs Csillag, Travis Geopfert, Robert Hamre, Tim 
Kirchoff. Eric Potter, Levente Timar, Grant Wesson, Jill Bakewell, 
Deborah Cordner, Rachel Dozark, Rita Fiala, Jil l George, Teresa 
Grothus, Inga Hope, Katie Johnson, Nikki Nelson, Elzabeth 
Robertson, Kari Thi lges 
2001 Robert Hamre, Levente Timar, Brad Travis, Teresa Grothus, Elizabeth 
Robertson 
2002 Deb Cordner, Balazs Csi llag, Kyle Herman, Dirk Homewood. Nikki 
Nelson. Crystal Seamans. Wendy Shaw. Joel Sullivan, Brad Travis, 
Grant Wesson 
2003 Melissa Campbell, Angie German, Nikki Nelson. Emily Shoopman, 
Kayleen Popp, Erin Wessely, Dirk Homewood 
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F-ir~t-Cla~~ F-acilitie~ 
Sports Medicine 
The UNI sports medicine program features top-rate facil ities 
and the outstanding services of sports and health care professionals. 
The sports medicine program focuses on injury prevention. 
Staff members utilize Merac strength-testing devices. provide dietary 
analysis, measure physiological capacity and outline programs to 
improve an athlete's flexibility 
Athletic trainers and physicians work together to design 
rehabilitation programs for injured athletes. A wide variety of facil i-
ties and equipment, not only in the Sports Medicine Lab but in the 
Wellness and Recreation Center. including swimming pools. Merac 
equipment, Stairmasters and various exercise bicycles, help athletes 
rehabil itate injuries and minimize the loss of fitness during recupera-
tive time . 
.. 
Strength & Conditioning 
The UNI strength and condition ing program is a blend of sci-
ence, technology and one-on-one attention to each student-athlete. 
Throughout the year, UNI ath letes can spend more time 
working on strength and conditioning than any other aspect of their 
sport. During the off-season, athletes work on strength improvement, 
speed, power, ag il ity and conditioning. The in-season program is 
devoted to continuation of strength gains and performance-related 
conditioning. 
During an athlete's first year on campus, basel ine measures 
of strength, speed, power, flexibil ity and endurance are collected. 
Measures of body composition and weight also are recorded. With 
this information, goals are set for development and maintenance. 
Programs are established for each athlete by Strength and 
Conditioning coach Mike Daugherty, who joined the Panther staff in 
2002. 
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Ndtiondl & Regiondl Qudlifying 5tdnddrds 
MEN'S NATIONAL INDOOR STANDARDS WOMEN'S NATIONAL INDOOR STANDARDS 
Automatic Provisional Automatic Provisional 
Event FAT MT FAT MT Event FAT MT FAT MT 
55 Meters 6.16 6.26 55 Meters 6.80 6.94 
60 Meters 6.62 6.72 60 Meters 730 7.44 
55-Meter Hurdles 7.23 739 55-Meter Hurdles 7.64 7.90 
60-Meter Hurdles 7.74 7.95 60-Meter Hurdles 8.17 8.43 
200 Meters 200 Meters 
(Under 200m/220 yds)* 21.25 21.65 Under 200m/220 yds)* 23.90 24.40 
(200m/220 yds)* 21.10 21.50 (200m/220 yds)* 23.70 24.20 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 20.85 21.25 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 23.50 24.00 
400 Meters 400 Meters 
(Under 200m/220 yds)* 46.97 46.7 47.95 47.7 (Under 200m/220 yds)* 54.10 53.8 55.10 54.8 
(200m/220 yds)* 46.72 46.4 47.65 47.4 (200m/220 yds)* 53.80 53.5 54.80 54.5 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 4632 46.0 47.25 47.0 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 53.50 53.2 54.50 54.2 
800 Meters 800 Meters 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 1 :48.90 1 :48.6 150.80 1:50.5 (200m/220 yds or less)* 2:06.60 2:063 209.40 2:09.1 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 1:4830 1 :48.0 1:50.20 1:49.9 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 2:06.20 205.9 2:09.00 2:08.7 
Mile Mile 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 4 01.20 400.9 405.70 405.4 (200m/220 yds or less)* 4:43.20 4:42.9 4:49.00 4:48.7 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 400.40 400.1 4 04.90 404.6 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 4:42.60 4:423 4:48.40 4:48.1 
3,000 Meters 3,000 Meters 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 7:58.40 7:58.1 8:03.30 8:09.0 (200m/220 yds or less)* 9:20.80 9:20.5 9:35.80 9:35.5 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 757.10 7:56.8 8:08.00 8077 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 9:20.00 9:19.7 9:35.00 9:34.7 
5.000 Meters 5,000 Meters 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 14:00.00 13:59.7 14 16.85 1416.6 (200m/220 yds or less)* 1621 .55 16213 16:46.55 16:46.3 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 13:58.15 13:57.9 1415.00 1414.7 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 16 20.00 1619.7 16:45.00 16:44.7 
1,600-Meter Relay 1.600-Meter Relay 
(Under 200m/220 yds)* 3:10.00 3:09.7 3:13.50 3:13.2 (Under 200m/220 yds)* 3:39.00 3:38.7 3:43.20 3:42.9 
(200m/220 yds)* 3:08.50 3:08.2 3:12.00 3:11.7 (200m/220 yds)* 3:37.00 3:36.7 3:41 .20 3:40.9 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 3:06.90 3:06.6 3:10.40 3:10.1 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 3:35.80 3:35.5 3:40.00 3:39.7 
Mile Relay Mile Relay 
(Under 200m/220 yds)* 311.20 3:10.9 3:14.70 3:14.4 (Under 200m/220 yds)* 3:40.25 3:40.0 3:44.45 3:44.2 
(200m/220 yds)* 3:09.70 3:09.4 3:13.20 3:12.9 (200m/220 yds)* 3:38.25 3:38.0 3:42.45 3:42.2 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 3:08.10 3:078 3:11.60 3:11.3 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 3:37.05 3:36.8 3:41.25 3:41.0 
Distance Medley Relay-Meters Distance Medley Relay-Meters 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 9:38.25 9:37.9 9:48.00 9:477 (200m/220 yds or less)* 11 :21.00 11 20.7 11 :38.00 11 37.7 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 9:36.00 9:35.7 9:45.75 9:45.5 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 11 :19.00 11:18.7 11 36.00 11 :35.7 
Distance Medley Relay-Yards Distance Medley Relay-Yards 
(200m/220 yds or less)* 9:41.75 9:41.4 951 .50 951.2 (200m/220 yds or less)* 1125.20 1124.9 11 :42.20 11 :41.9 
(Over 200m/220 yds)* 9:39.50 9:39.2 9:49.25 9:49.0 (Over 200m/220 yds)* 11 23.20 11:22.9 11:40.20 11 :39.9 
High Jump 2.25 (7 -4 1 /2) 2.16 (7-1) High Jump 183 (6-0) 1.77 (5-9 3/4) 
Pole Vault 550 (18-0 1/2) 530 (17-4 1/2) Pole Vault 4.10 (13-5 1/4) 3.80 (12-5 1/2) 
Long Jump 7.85 (25-9 1/4) 7.55 (24-9 1/4) Long Jump 640 (21-0) 6.10 (20-0 1/4) 
Triple Jump 1620 (53-1 1/4) 1560 (51-2 1/4 Triple Jump 13.15 (43-1 3/4) 1255 (41-2 1/4) 
Shot Put 19 50 (63-11 3/4)17.75 (58-3) Shot Put 1610 (52-10) 1490 (48-103/4) 
35# Weight 21.35 (70-0 1/2) 1950(63-113/4) 20# Weight 19 50 (63-11 3/4)1770 (58-1) 
• -Size of track. • -Size of track. 
MEN'S REGIONAL OUTDOOR STANDARDS WOMEN'S REGIONAL OUTDOOR STANDARDS 
100 Meters 10.50 100 Meters 11 .80 
200 Meters 21.20 200 Meters 24.00 
400 Meters 47.45 47.2 400 Meters 55.00 54.7 
800 Meters 1:51 .15 1 50.9 800 Meters 2 1030 2:1 0.0 
1,500 Meters 3:50.00 3:49.7 1.500 Meters 4:31.00 4:30.7 
Mile 4:08.40 4:08.1 Mile 4:52.68 4:524 
3,000 Meter Steeplechase 912.00 9:11.7 3.000 Meter Steeplechase (10ft) 10:50.00 10:49.7 
5,000 Meters 14:25.00 14:24.7 3.000 Meter Steeplechase (12ft I 11 :DO.DO 10:59.7 
110 Meter Hurdles 14.40 5.000 Meters 17:00.00 16.59.7 
400 Meter Hurdles 52.70 52.4 100 Meter Hurdles 14.10 
400 Meter Relay 40.70 40.4 400 Meter Hurdles 1:01.50 101.2 
440 Yard Releay 40.90 40.6 400 Meter Relay 46.20 45.9 
1,600 Meter Relay 3:1 1.50 3:11.2 440 Yard Relay 46.40 46.1 
Mile Relay 3:12.70 3:12.4 1,600 Meter Relay 3:45.50 3:45.2 
High Jump 2.07 (6-9 1/2) Mile Relay 3:46.70 3:46.4 
Pole Vault 4 90 (16 3/4) High Jump 1.70(5-7) 
Long Jump 732 (24 1/4) Pole Vault 3.66 (12-0) 
Triple Jump 14.94 (49 1/2) Long Jump 5.90 (19-4 1/4) 
Shot Put 1630 (53-5 3/4) Triple Jump 12.19 (40-0) 
Discus 5030 (165-0) Shot Put 13.90 (45-7 1/4) 
Javelin 60.50 (198-6) Discus 45. 72 I 150-0I 
Hammer 54.56 (179-0) Javelin 41.48136-1) 
Hammer 51.30 (168-4) 
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Men 
Event UNI Record Missouri Valley Meet Record 
55-Meter Dash 6.25 Kenny Shedd ( 1992) 6.25 Kenny Shedd, UNI (1992) 
60-Meter Dash 6.70 Devon Davis (2001 ) 6.72 Luke Dri lling, Drake (1999) 
Seth Catlin, Indiana State (2002) 
55-Meter High Hurdles 7.29 Johnny Westbrook (1993) 7.26 Chris Lancaster, Indiana State (1990) 
Wil Lash, Indiana State (1996) 
60-Meter High Hurd les 7.98 Cyrus Nichols (2003) 7.68 Aubrey Herrin, Indiana State (1999) 
200 Meters 21.15 Dirk Homewood (2003) 21 .15 Kevin Little, Drake (1990) 
400 Meters 46.17 Dirk Homewood (2003) 47.50 Ryan Smith, SW Missouri State (2002) 
600 Meters 1:16.85 Joey Woody (1995) 
800 Meters 1:47.71 Joey Woody ( 1996) 1 :47.22 Einars Tupuritis, Wichita State (1996) 
1,000 Meters 2 26.51 Eric Potter (2000) 
Mile Run 4 04.64 Balasz Csillag (2000) 4 02.1 Christian Goy, Illinois State (2001 ) 
3,000 Meters 7:59.09 Balasz Csillag (2002) 8:14.30 Matt Gabrielson, Drake (2000) 
5,000 Meters 14 25.09 Oliver Bodor (2001 ) 14 20.40 Trey Harrison. Wichita State (1989) 
4 x 400-Meter Relay 3:08.27 B. Peitel. Drury, Alva, Homewood (2003) 3:13.00 Southern Il linois (1982) 
Distance Medley Relay 93314 Bodor. D. Homewood, D. Paulsen, Csi llag (2002) 9:46.51 Southern Illinois (1984) 
Pole Vault 18-73/4 Jake Pauli (2001) 18-00 1/2 Jacob Paul i, UNI (1998) 
High Jump 7-4 1/2 Tim Suchan (1995) 7-4 1/2 Tim Suchan. UNI (1995) 
Kevin Clements. Illinois State (1990) 
Darrin Plab. Southern Ill inois (1991) 
Long Jump 25-2 1/2 Devon Davis ( 1999) 26-1 3/4 Frankie Young, Indiana State (1999) 
Triple Jump 52-1 Junior Chukukere (1992) 53-5 1/2 Randy lewis, Wichita State (2002) 
Shot Put 60-3 1/4 Brent Geringer (1979) 62-4 John Smith, Southern Ill inois (1984) 
35-Pound Weight 67-7 Matt Casillas (1996) 72-2 1/2 Tom Barrett. Illinois State (1999) 
Women 
55-Meter Dash 6.85 Shantel Twiggs (1994) 6.74 Holli Hyche, Indiana State (1994) 
60-Meter Dash 7.60 Inga Hope (2001) 7.54 Amber Cumberbatch, SW Missouri State (2002) 
55-Meter High Hurdles 8.00 Brenna Fleishman (1998) 7.95 Debbie Caddell, Illinois State (1994) 
60-Meter High Hurdles 8.62 Dee Wear (2002) 8.65 Natasha Foreman. Wichita State (2002) 
200 Meters 24.12 Shantel Twiggs (1994) 23.18 Holli Hyche. Indiana State (1993) 
400 Meters 54.65 Nikki Nelson (2003) 53.82 Verneta Lesforis. SW Missouri State (1999) 
600 Meters 133.52 Nikki Nelson (2000) 
800 Meters 2 09.00 Emily Montgomery (1996) 2 08.03 Mashere Harrison, SW Missouri State (2002) 
1.000 Meters 2:53.02 Jenny Jackson ( 1997) 
Mile Run 4 52.47 Jenny Jackson (1997) 4:48.89 Jennie Horner, Southern Ill inois (1995) 
3,000 Meters 933.59 Agnes Kroneraff (2002) 9:42.09 Mary Ellen Hill, Bradley (2000) 
5,000 Meters 17 06.73 Agnes Kroneraff (2002) 1638.82 Mary El len Hill. Bradley (1998) 
4 x 400-Meter Relay 343.01 Grothus. Dozark. Bakewel l, N. Nelson 3:42.84 Southwest Missouri State (1999) 
(2000) Grante, Pommells. Charles, Lesforis 
Distance Medley Relay 11 31 .04 Shaw. A. German. N. Nelson, Kroneraff 11 :44.48 Southern Il linois (2001) 
(2002) Cox, Appiah-Kubi, Roundtree, Beitler 
Pole Vault 12-6 Kayleen Popp (2003) 12-2 1/2 Nikki Plant. Wichita State (1999) 
High Jump 5-9 Jeanette Brown (1982) 5-9 3/4 Julie Head, Drake (1999) 
Felicia Hi ll, Southern Illinois (1999) 
Long Jump 20-1 1 1/2 Dianna Leftridge (1995) 20-9 lneta Radevica (2002) 
Triple Jump 40-2 3/4 Dianna Leftridge (1995) 43-5 3/4 lneta Radevica (2002) 
Shot Put 48-3 1/4 Lisa Tatman (1989) 50-1 3/4 Jenny Folz, Indiana State (1999) 
20-Pound Weight 56-2 Melissa Yerk (1998) 65-4 1/2 Carrie Myers. Indiana State (2000) 
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UNI Outdoor /Valley Meet Record5» 
Men 
Event UNI Record Missouri Valley Meet Record 
100-Meter Dash 10.19 Devon Davis. 2001 10.19 Clarkson Reid. SW Missouri St (19981 
110-Meter High Hurdles 13.63 Joey Woody (19971 13.47 Aubrey Herring, Indiana State (2001 I 
200 Meters 20.87 Dedric Ward (19971 20.53 Ed Williams. Southern Illinois (19921 
400 Meters 46.10 Dirk Homewood (20021 45.83 Julius Edwards. Illinois State (19871 
400-Meter Intermediate Hurdles 48.18 Joey Woody (19971 49.99 David Lee. Southern Illinois (1981 I 
800 Meters 1:48.10 Jeff Burris (19881 1:46.44 Einars Tupuritis. Wichita State (19961 
1,500 Meters 3:42.43 Balasz Csillag (20021 3:45.00 Chris Mares. Drake (19801 
3.000-Meter Steeplechase 8:41.50 Mate Nemeth (2001 I 8:39.29 Vern lwancin. Drake (1981 I 
5,000 Meters 13:26.96 Balazs Csillag (20021 14:08.82 Vern lwancin. Drake (1981 I 
10,000 Meters 29:39.50 Oliver Bodor (2001 I 29:37.91 Mike Keane. Southern Il linois (1981 I 
Shuttle Hurdle Relay 56.95 J. McCleary. J. Woody, Garn. J. Westbrook (19931 
4 x 1 DO-Meter Relay 39.99 K. Edwards, J. Adam, M. Frazier, D. Davis (20001 40.07 Illinois State (19961 
4 x 200-Meter Relay 1:24.37 J. Wilson. C. Eichmeier. D. Homewood, D. Davis (20031 
4 x 400-Meter Relay 3:06.06 Bockman. D. Paulsen. B. Peitel. D. Homewood (200313:04.60 Southern Illinois (19841 
4 x BOO-Meter Relay 7:1 9.10 D. Paulsen. Sullivan, MacLagan, E. Potter (20001 
Sprint Medley 317.27 Bockman, D. Homewood, B. Peitel, D. Paulsen (20031 
Distance Medley 9:47.32 Bodor, Bockman, Sullivan, Csi llag (20021 
Pole Vault 18-6 1/2 Jacob Pauli (2000, 2001 I 18-2 Jacob Pauli, UNI (20001 
High Jump 7-41/2 Jason Boness ( 19991 7-51/4 Cameron Wright. Southern Illinois 119931 
Long Jump 24-10 3/4 Wayne Simon (19871 25-7 1/2 Don DuVal l, Wichita State (19781 
Triple Jump 51 -81/4 Devon Davis (19991 54-11/2 Gregory Hughes, SW Missouri State (2001 I 
Shot Put 58-6 John Holler (19781 61-7 1/4 Joel Sward, Drake (19921 
Hammer Throw 197-11 Allan Walz (19961 216-01 Adam Judge, Illinois State (20021 
Discus 199-6 Brent Geringer (19791 193-8 Dwayne Mayfield, West Texas St. (19821 
Javelin 207-7 Juri Rovan ( 19951 274-7 Bob Roggy, Southern Illinois (19781 
Decathlon 7.419 Brad Miller (19921 7,574 Keith Stewart. West Texas State (1984) 
Women 
100-Meter Dash 11.20 Shantel Twiggs (1994) 11 .13 Holli Hyche, Indiana State (1993) 
1 DO-Meter High Hurdles 13.96 Brenna Fleishman ( 1999) 13.53 Melinda Sa llins, SW Missouir State (1996) 
200 Meters 23.04 Shantel Twiggs (1993) 22.60 Holli Hyche, Indiana State (1994) 
400 Meters 53.74 Sherry Shedd (1992) 53.02 Verneta Lesforis. SW Missouri State (1 999) 
400-Meter Intermediate Hurdles 58.30 Nikki Nelson (2003) 57.71 Melinda Sallins SW Missouri State (1995) 
800 Meters 2 08.39 Emily Montgomery (1995) 207.01 Augustina Charles, SW Missouri State (1999) 
1,500 Meters 4:27.35 Agnes Kroneroff (20021 4:28.61 Jennie Horner, Southern Illinois (19951 
3,000 Meters 9 52.74 Sandy Elsberry (19841 9:41 .77 Jennie Horner, Southern Ill inois (19951 
3,000-Meter Steeplechase 1102.35 Annie Gasway, Indiana State (2001 I 
5,000 Meters 171 1.14 Sandy Elsberry (19841 1700.47 Stacy Beste, Il linois State (20001 
10.000 Meters 36:03.24 Emily Shoopman (20031 36:24.05 Mary Ellen Hill. Bradley (20001 
Shuttle Hurdle Relay 58.42 Stannard, D. Wear, J. George, B. Fleishman (19991 
4 x 100-Meter Relay 45.52 J. Eiben, Leftridge, Schmitz, S. Twiggs (19941 44.71 Indiana State (19941 
4 x 200-Meter Relay 137.38 J. Eiben, Leftridge, Schmitz, S. Twiggs (1994) 
4 x 400-Meter Relay 3:41.70 A. German. Campbell, Henry, Nelson (20031 3:41 .05 Southwest Missouri State (19991 
4 x 800-Meter Relay 8 57.34 T Grothus, N. Nelson. R. Dozrk, J. Jackson (19991 
Sprint Medley 3:54.17 Hope, Cordner, Nelson. Dozark (20001 
Distance Medley 11 :44.76 Shaw, German. Carstens. Kroneroff (2002) 
Pole Vault 12-6 Kayleen Popp 12-6 Kayleen Popp, UNI (20031 
High Jump 5-9 3/4 Mel issa Nelson (20031 5-10 3/4 Melissa Dyal, Indiana State (1997-981 
Long Jump 21-3 Dianna Leftridge (19941 21-1 3/4 Dianna Leftridge, UNI (19941 
Triple Jump 41-9 1/4 Dianna Leftridge (19941 41 -7 1/4 Angela Isaac, Wichita State (1993) 
Shot Put 48-0 Lisa Tatman (19881 51-91/4 Jenny Folz. Indiana State (19991 
Hammer Throw 167-10 Melissa Yerk (19991 192-8 Jenny Folz, Indiana State (19991 
Discus 155-1 Jess Boline (2001 I 181-0 Angie Joy, Illinois State (19981 
Javelin 148-7 Donna Wheeler (19881 176-10 Deana Alexander, Wichita State (19981 
Heptathlon 5,051 Kendra Stannard (19991 5,548 Denise Brungardt. Wichita State (19931 
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UNI-Dome 
The UNI-Dome is a unique, multi-purpose athletic 
fac ility bui lt in 1976 which has earned a reputation as 
one of the finest col legiate ath letic facilities in 
America. 
It has been the site of numerous nationa lly promi-
nent track and field meets such as the Central 
Col legiate Conference Championships, the Mid-
Continent Conference Championships, the AIAW 
National Championships and is annual ly the site of the 
premier indoor high school track meet in Iowa, the A.O. 
Dickinson Relays In February of 2000, the Dome host-
ed its fourth Missouri Va lley Conference Championsh ip, 
having previously played host to the event in 1993, '96 
and '99. 
A glance at the UNI-Dome records list shows some 
of America's finest athletes, both past and present. 
have competed in the facility in its 28-year history. 
The Dome combines the features of a fieldhouse, 
footba ll stadium and large aud itorium. In addition to 
top track and field events, it also has hosted NCAA 
football playoffs and was the home of the 1997 NCAA 
Division I Wrestling Championships, which shattered all previous attendance 
marks. . 
Approximately 16.400 spectators can be seated for footba ll games and track 
meets and 10,000 for courtside activities. 
The facility provides an idea l training atmosphere for the Northern Iowa 
track and fi eld program The Panthers are able to tra in in the Dome from 
November to March, utilizing all the field event stations simultaneously due to 
the spacious arrangement on the arena floor. 
With one of the fastest 200-meter indoor tracks in America to ca ll home, 
the Panthers annually attract some of the finest teams in the Midwest to their 
home meets. 
With its recent conversion to a hybrid roof system and the insta llation of a 
new polyurethane, two-tone track completed in 1999, the UNI-Dome is unsur-
passed as one of the premier indoor track and field fac ilities in the United 
States. 
To date, more than eight milli on people are estimated to have attended 




55-Meter Dash ...... 6.09, Mark Witherspoon, Mizuno/Houston TC. (1994) 55-Meter Dash .... 6.76, Hol li Hyche, Indiana State (1993) 
60-Meter Dash ................ 6.66, Michael Bennett, Wisconsin (2000) 60-Meter Dash . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.46, Priscilla Lopes, Nebraska (2004) 
55-Meter Hurd les ... . .. . .. .. . 720, Reggie Torian, Wisconsin (1995, '96) 55-Meter Hurdles .. .7 82, Scyla Murray, Western Illinois (1991) 
60-Meter Hurd les. . .... .7.75, Aubrey Herring, Indiana State (1999) 60-Meter Hurdles ......... 8.06, Melissa Morrison, USA (2000) 
200 Meters ..... 21.28, Dazel Jules, Eastern Michigan (1988); 200 Meters .................. 2318, Hol li Hyche, Indiana State (1993) 
..... Michael Bennett, Wisconsin (2000) 400 Meters ...... 53.82, Verneta Lesforis, Southwest Missouri State (1999) 
400 Meters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46.38, Tim Simon, Illinois (1988) 600 Meters ...... 1:32.39, Metria Bell , Illinois State (1993) 
600 Meters ............. 117.73, Eric Potter, UNI (2000) 800 Meters. . .... 2 0817, Janet Westphal , Wisconsin (1998) 
800 Meters . 14722, Einars Tupuriti s, Wichita State (1996) 1,000 Meters ...... 2:52.44, Joanna Johnson, Drake (1993) 
1,000 Meters ... 2 26 51,Eric Potter, UNI (2000) Mile .......... . ..... . ..... .438.30, Darlene Beckford, Harvard (1982) 
Mile ........... . . . . . . .... .4:01 52, Roland Pauwels, Iowa State (1989) 3,000 Meters .. . .. . ......... . .. 9 20.85, Missy Butry, Wartburg (2003) 
3,000 Meters ..... . ...... 8 02.24, Barnaba Korir, Iowa State (1988) 5,000 Meters ............... 17 11 .81, Angie Zimmerman, Bradley (1999) 
5,000 Meters ............ 14 09.59, Don Johns, Eastern Michigan (1988) 1,600-Meter Relay. . ...... .342 84, Southwest Missouri State(1999) 
1,600-Meter Relay. . ..................... 312 64, UNI (2003) ....... Harrison, Pommells. Charles, Lesforis 
... Peitel , Kedley, Drury, Homewood Distance Medley Relay .... .................. 11 21 .92, Virginia(1982) 
Distance Medley Relay ............. 95083, Drake(1999) .............................. Nicholson, Hatchett. Welch. Haworth 
.......... Haack, Sand, Trygstad, Gabrielson 20# Weight ........ 65-4 1 /2, Carrie Myers. Indiana State (2000) 
35#Weight ... .72-21 /2, Tom Barrett. Illinois State (1999) Shot Put ...... .. . . . .... 54-11 3/4, Rosemarie Blauch, Tennessee (1982) 
Shot Put .. 66-10 1/2, Al Fuerbach, Pacific Coast Track Club (1976) High Jump ......... 6-1 3/4, Gale Charmaine, Arizona (1982) 
High Jump ... .7-5 1/4. Tim Suchan, Unattached (1998) Triple Jump .. .41-1 1/2, Rima Turvesky, Southern Ill inois (2000) 
Triple Jump . . . . 53-9 Len Herring, Wisconsin (2002) Long Jump . . .20-8 1/2. Donna Thomas, North Texas State (1982) 
Long Jump .... . . . .. . .. ... 26-1 3/4, Frankie Young, Indiana State (1999) Pole Vault ............ ..... 14-6, Kellie Suttle, USA (2000) 
Pole Vault ...... . . .. . . . ......... . ... 19 3/4, Nick Hysong, USA (2000) Pentathlon ... .4268 pts., Julie White, Boston University (1982) 
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Mark Messersmith Outdoor Complex 
UNl's track and field teams compete outdoors at the Mark 
Messersmith Outdoor Track and Field Complex, located just across the street 
from the UNI-Dome. 
The complex, which combined with the UNI-Dome gives Northern 
Iowa one of the finest combination of indoor and outdoor facilities in America, 
opened in Spring, 1998. In its inaugural season, the complex hosted the first 
annual Northern Iowa Open and the Missouri Valley Conference 
Championships, won by the Panther men. 
The University's investment in th is new surface gives the Panthers 
the advantage of training and competing under ideal conditions any time of the 
year. 
The 400-meter, eight-lane track is made of the latest state-of-the-art 
polyurethane surface. The track surrounds a field event area that features a 
steeplechase water jump, two pits each for the long and triple jump, dual throw 
rings for the weights, a discus/hammer cage and ful l pour takeoffs for the pole 
vault, long jump and triple jump. 
MEN 
Mark Messersmith Outdoor Complex Records 
WOMEN 
100-Meter Dash .... 10.19, Clarkson Reid, Southwest Missouri State (1998) 1 DO-Meter Dash .... 11.50, Trina Radske, Iowa State (1999) 
110-Meter Hurdles ............ 13.81 , Jeff young Southern Illinois (2002) 100-Meter Hurdles . ............ .. . . . . . 13.94, Paula Ruen, Iowa (1998) 
200 Meters .. ...... . . . .. . .. ... 20.48, Andre Morris, Unattached (1999) 200 Meters ........ 23.40, Trudi Garrett, Southwest Missouri State (1998) 
400 Meters ....... .46.04, Joey Woody, Reebok (1999) 400 Meters ....... 53.64 Cheasa Gibson, Southwest Missouri State (2002) 
400-Meter Hurdles .... . .. . .49.58, Joey Woody, Reebok (1998) 400-Meter Hurd les . .. ......... . . . . . . . 5979, Nikki Nelson, UNI (2002) 
800 Meters .. 1:4982, Brent MacLagan, UNI (1999) 800 Meters . ..... 210.72, Lenka Kalabova, Iowa State (2001) 
1,500 Meters .... ....... ... . .. .... 3:52.19, Troy Trygstad, Drake (1999) 1,500 Meter .... . . . .. . . .. ....... .431.95, Agnes Kroneraff, UNI (2002) 
3,000-Meter Steeplechase . . ....... 9 01 .89, Mate Nemeth, UNI (2001) 3,000 Meters . . ........... 9 56 72, Mary Ellen Hil l, Bradley (1998) 
5,000 Meters ................ 1437.38, Kyle Kepler, Unattached (1999) 3,000-Meter Steeplechase ......... . 1039.58, Rebekah Daro, SMS (2002) 
10,000 Meters .............. 314576, Chris Bailey, Il linois State (1998) 5,000 Meters .... . ........... 17:20.96 Stacia Beste, Illinois State (2002) 
400-Meter Relay .. .40.45, UNI, Nichols, Wilson, Homewood, Hunter (2002) 10,000 Meters ... .... ...... 37:11.42, Stacia Beste, Illinois State (2002) 
1,600-Meter Relay ..... 3 08.16, SMS, Rolle, Alberts, Emmanuel, Roberts (2002) 400-Meter Relay . . .45.54, SMS, Murray, Cumberbatch, Gibson, Vite (2002) 
Shot Put .............. . . .. 62-1 3/4, Josh Hagedorn, Unattached (1999) 1,600-Meter Relay .. . .. 341.64, SMS, Cumberbatch, Charles, Vite, Gibson (2002) 
Discus ....... 196-5, Tom Barrett, Illinois State (1999) Shot Put . ................ 53-4 1/2, Jenny Folz, Unattached (2000) 
Hammer . . . ............ 216-9, Jeremy Allen, Iowa (2001) Discus ..... 181-0, Angie Joy, Illinois State (1998) 
Javelin ...... 201-1, Devyn Resmer, Southern Illinois (1998) Hammer . . .. 205-2, Jenny Folz, Unattached (2000) 
High Jump . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 7 -4 1/2. Jason Boness, UNI (1999) Javelin ... . ... .. . . . . .... 176-10, Deana Alexander, Wichita State (1998) 
Triple Jump . . . .. 53-05 3/4, Gergory Hughes, SMS (2002) High Jump ..... 5-10 3/4, Melissa Dyal, Indiana State (1998) 
Long Jump ...... 25-5 1 /4, Frankie Young, Indiana State (1998) Triple Jump . . . ......... .40-9 1/2, Nicole Blow, Illinois State (2002) 
Pole Vault .... ....... . . 18-61/2. Jacob Pauli, UNI (2000) Long Jump .. . . 20-1 3/4, Trina Radske, Iowa State (1999) 
Decathlon .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 7185 pts, Paul Speer, Wichita State (2002) Pole Vault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 11-11 3/4 Crystal Seamans, UNI (2002) 
Heptathlon ... 5054 pts, Kaya Webb, Wichita State (2002) 
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Men s Top Indoor Performances 
55-Meter Dash 1.000 Meters Pole Vault 
1. Kenny Shedd 6.25 1992 1. Eric Potter 2: 26.51 2000 1. Jacob Pauli 18-73/4 2001 
2. Dedric Ward 6.31 1998 2. Dave Pau lsen 2 27.85 2003 2. Juri Rovan 17-93/4 1998 
3. Joe Ful ler 6.34 1984 3. Chad Flynn 2:27.99 1995 3. Brad Mil ler 17-51 /4 1991 
4. Doug Case 6.37 1984 4. Matt Mullenix 2:28.22 1996 4. Bob Edwards 17-1 1/2 1991 
5. Maceo Strickland 6.38 1995 5. Rob Brock 2:28.55 2003 5. Troy Becker 16-9 1/2 1986 
60-Meter Dash Mile Run High Jump 
1. Devon Davis 6.70 2001 1. Ba lasz Csi llag 4 04.64 2000 1. Tim Suchan 7-4 1/2 1995 
2. Marshall Frazier 6.71 1999 2. Tom Penningroth 4:07.54 1989 2. Pete Herber 7-3 1/4 1994 
3. Jeff Adam 6.72 1999 3. Oliver Bodor 4 08.07 2001 3. Jason Boness 7-3 1999 
4. Patrick Hunter 6.77 2002 4. Rob Brock 4:09.49 2000 4. Steve Daugherty 7-1 1/2 1992 
5. Devon Davis 6.78 2003 5. Bi ll Glassmaker 4 09.77 1984 5. Ryan Santi 7-0 1/2 1994 
55-Meter Hurdles 3,000 Meters Long Jump 
1. Johnny Westbrook 7.29 1993 1. Ba lazs Csi llag 7:59.09 2002 1. Devon Davis 25-2 1/2 1999 
2. Jay Connor 7.31 1984 2. Oliver Bodor 802.21 2001 2. Jason McCleary 24-8 1/4 1993 
3. Jason McCleary 7.32 1993 3. Dan Hostager 8 02.67 1989 3. Marques Wooten 24-4 1/4 2000 
4. Joey Woody 7.38 1996 4. Levente Timar 8 09.37 2000 4. Brad Mil ler 24-0 1/2 1991 
5. Alonzo Clayton 7.40 1997 5. Tom Penn ingroth 8:15.77 1989 5. Bob Smith 23-1 1 1993 
60-Meter Hurdles 5,000 Meters Triple Jump 
1. Cyrus Nicho ls 7.98 2003 1. Oliver Bodor 14 25.09 2001 1. Junior Chukukere 52-1 1992 
2. Jacob Pau li 8.01 2000 2. Kyle Kepler 14:26.44 1998 2. Devon Davis 50-7 1/2 2003 
3. Steve Blocker 8.06 2002 3. Dan Hostager 14 27.01 1989 3. Devon Davis 50-5 1/2 2000 
4. Jon Drury 8.08 2003 4. Josh Crain -14:27.86 2003 4. Alen Toplovcan 50-5 1/4 1997 
5. Kenny Edwards 8.16 2002 5. Chris Leonard 14 29.69 1983 5. Bill Lawson 49-0 1/4 1978 
200 Meters 4 x 400-Meter Relay Shot Put 
1. Dirk Homewood 21.15 2003 1. 3:08.27 2003 1. Brent Geringer 60-3 1/4 1979 
2 Marshall Frazier 21.38 2000 (B. Peitel , J. Drury, A. Alva, D Homewood) 2. Tom Reints 58-2 1981 
3. Kenny Shed 21.49 1992 2. 3:08.32 2003 3. Arnie Doden 57-0 3/4 1983 
4. Jeff Adam 21 .64 1999 (B. Peitel , J. Drury, Ked ley, D. Homewood) 4. John Holler 56-5 1/4 1978 
5. Devon Davis 21.70 2000 3. 3:09.03 2002 5. Matt Casi llas 55-10 1/2 1996 
(Pau lsen, Bockman, B. Peite l, D. Homewood) 
400 Meters 4. 3:09.95 1996 35#Weight 
1. Dirk Homewood 46.17 2003 (J. Judisch, Garn, M. Mullenix, J. Woody) 1. Matt Casi I las 67-7 1996 
2. Branimir Peite l 46.84 2003 5. 3:11 .68 2001 2. Dave Jennings 67-3 1/2 2001 
3. Jim Turner 47.01 1990 (J. Potter, Bockman, L. Stater, B. Peitel) 3. Allan Walz 66-3 3/4 1996 
4. Jon Judisch 47 .07 1998 4. Derrick Benner 60-9 1/2 2003 
5. Burke Bockman 47.70 2000 Distance Medley Relay 5. Brad Travis 60-4 1/2 2002 
1. 933.14 2002 
600 Meters (Bodor, Homewood, Paulsen, Csillag) 
1. Joey Woody 116.85 1995 2. 935.19 2002 
2. Eric Potter 117.73 2000 (Bodor, Homewood, Paulsen, Csillag) 
3. David Paulsen 118.70 2000 3. 939.47 2000 
4. Brent MacLagan 119.21 1998 (R Brock, Tr. Geopfert, E. Potter, B. Csil lag) 
5. Dirk Homewood 119.22 2003 4. 9:45.28 2001 
(M. Nemeth, B. Bockman, D. Paulsen, 0Bodor) 
800 Meters 5. 9:46.98 1998 
1. Joey Woody 1 :48.35 1996 (R Brock, J. Judisch, E. Potter, B. Csillag) 
2. Eric Potter 1 :48.48 2000 
3. Dave Paulsen 1 :49.37 2003 Shuttle Hurdle Relay 
4. Jeff Burris 1 :49.56 1989 1. 57.94 2003 
5. Brent MacLagan 1 :49.66 1998 (Blocker, Drury, McCullough, Nichols) 
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Women ~ Top Indoor Performdnce~ 
55-Meter Dash 1,000 Meters High Jump 
1. Shantel Twiggs 6.85 1994 1. Jenny Jackson 2:53.02 1997 1. Jeannette Brown 5-9 1982 
2. Sherry Shedd 7.08 1991 2. Barb Clark 2:54.74 1988 2. Melissa Nelson 5-81 /2 2001 
3. Denise Sauerbrei 7.12 1997 3. Kathy Allen 2:56.51 1991 3. Katie Johnson 5-7 3/4 2002 
4. Dianna Leftridge 7.15 1995 4. Natalie Sueppel 2:56.64 1988 Karen Smith 5-7 3/4 1987 
5. Amy Goodlaxson 7.18 1996 5. Wendy Shaw 2:56.80 2002 
Long Jump 
60-Meter Dash Mile Run 1. Dianna Leftridge 20-11 1/2 1995 
1. Mellisa Campbell 7.50 2000 1. Jenny Jackson 4:52.47 1997 2. Kendra Stannard 19-1 3/4 1998 
2. Inga Hope 7.60 2001 2. Agnes Kroneraff 4:56.70 2002 3. Mellisa Campbell 19-1 1/4 2001 
3. Deb Cordner 7.64 1999 3. Elly Glass 4:56.90 2003 4. Diedra Dixon 18-5 2002 
4. Diedra Dixon 7.65 2002 4. Emily Montgomery 4:56.96 1995 5. Jill George 18-3 1999 
5. Jillian Sinnwell 7.98 2004 5. Julie Mazzitelli 5:00.30 1993 
Triple Jump 
55-Meter Hurdles 3,000 Meters 1. Dianna Leftridge 40-2 3/4 1995 
1. Brenna Fleishman 8.00 1998 1. Agnes Kroneraff 9:33.59 2002 2. Crystal Seamans 38-4 1/4 2001 
2. Kendra Stannard 8.15 1998 2 Emily Shoopman 9:53.42 2003 3. Kara Hulse 38-2 1/4 2002 
3. Tiffany Ratzlaff 8.16 1998 3. Julie Mazzitelli 9:59.64 1993 4. Kendra Stannard 38-0 1998 
4. Dianna Leftridge 8.40 1995 4. Rita Fiala 10:01 .25 2000 5. Mary Egbo-Egbo 38-11/2 2004 
Dee Wear 8.40 1998 5. Jenny Owens 10:07.09 1990 
Shot Put 
60-Meter Hurdles 5,000 Meters 1. Lisa Tatman 48-3 1/4 1989 
1. Dee Wear 8.62 2002 1. Rita Fiala 1732.18 2000 2. Andrea Miller 46-11 1998 
2. Diedra Dixon 8.66 2003 2. Emily Shoopman 17:35.80 2003 3. Donna Wheeler 45-8 1988 
3. Jill Sinnwell 8.75 2003 3. Sandy Elsberry 17:38.04 1983 4. Sarah Behrens 45-2 1/4 2003 
4. Mellisa Campbell 8.80 2001 4. Agnes Kroneroff 18:06.73 2002 5. Maren Seehusen 43-3 1/4 1982 
5. Jil l George 9.00 1999 5. Kari Thi lges 18:07.10 2000 
20# Weight Throw 
200 Meters 4 x 400-Meter Relay 1. Melissa Yerk 56-2 1998 
1. Shantel Twiggs 24.12 1994 1. 3:45.58 2000 2. Bridgitte Duffy 54-3 3/4 2003 
2. Denise Sauerbrei 24.52 1997 (T. Grothus, R. Dozark, J. Bakewell , N. Nelson) 3. Rachel Jansen 54-1 3/4 2004 
3. Inga Hope 24.75 2003 2. 3:46.06 2003 4. Susan Francois 41-41 /4 2001 
4. Sherry Shedd 24.81 1991 (Cordes, German, Campbell, N. Nelson) 5. Jennifer Duffy 40-9 3/4 2001 
5. Deb Cordner 24.89 1999 3. 3:47.28 2003 
(German, N. Nelson, Cordes, Dixon) 
400 Meters 4. 3:47.29 1999 
1. Nikki Nelson 54.65 2003 (D. Cordner, T Burress, J. Bakewell, N. Nelson) 
2. Deb Cordner 55.79 2000 5. 3:48.09 1991 
3. Jill Bakewell 56.12 2000 (S . Shedd, Jeschke, Isaacson, D. Black) 
4. Rhonda Eiben 56.49 1997 
5. Angie German 56.71 2004 Distance Medley Relay 
1. 11 :29.20 2003 
600 Meters (Burns, Mueller, Cordes, Glass) 
1. Nikki Nelson 1 :33.52 2000 2. 11 :31 .04 2002 
2. Diane Black 1 :33.60 1990 (Shaw, German, N. Nelson, Kroneroff) 
3. Jacque Askeland 1 :33.71 1994 3. 11 :50.57 1999 
4. Teresa Grothus 1 :34.01 2001 (J. Jackson, N. Nelson, R. Dozark, K. Thilges) 
5. Angie German 1 :34.34 2004 4. 11 :53.92 2002 
(Glass, Schwiebert, N. Nelson, Shaw) 
800 Meters 5. 11 :54.64 1994 
1. Emily Montgomery 2:09.00 1996 (P Nemmers, L. Little, VanDePol , Montgomery) 
2. Jenny Jackson 2:10.39 1997 
3. Teresa Grothus 2:10.88 2001 Pole Vault 
4. Angie German 2:13.31 2003 1. Kayleen Popp 12-6 2003 
5. Nikki Nelson 2:13.38 2002 2. Crystal Seamans 11-9 3/4 2002 
3. Erin Wessely 11-6 1/4 2002 
5. Liz Robertson 11-5 3/4 2000 
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Men 5» Top Outdoor Perf ormance5» 
100-Meter Dash 10,000 Meters Pole Vault 
1. Devon Davis 10.19 2001 1 Oliver Bodor 2939.50 2001 1. Jacob Pauli 18-6 1/2 2001 
2. Patrick Hunter 10.41 2002 2. Chris Leonard 29 51 .64 1985 2. Juri Rovan 18-1 1996 
2. Jeff Adam 10.41 1998 3. Balazs Csillag 29.52.10 2000 3. Bob Edwards 17-4 1/2 1992 
4. Dedric Ward 10.42 1998 4. Bryan Huhnerkoch 29 59.24 1979 4. Russ Adams 17-4 1/4 1985 
5. Maceo Strickland 10.43 1994 5. Doug Nelson 30 13.44 1982 
High Jump 
110-Meter Hurdles Shuttle Hurdle 1. Jason Boness 7-4 1/2 1999 
1 Joey Woody 13.63 1997 1 56.95 1993 2. Tim Suchan 7-3 3/4 1991 
2. Larry Mccready 13.84 1967 (McCleary, Woody, A. Garn, Westbrook) 3. Pete Herber 7-1 3/4 1994 
3. Johnny Westbrook 13.97 1993 2. 47.94 2003 4. Ryan Santi 7-0 1993 
4. Steve Blocker 14.04 2003 (Blocker, Drury, McCollugh, Nichols) 5. Steve Daugherty 6-11 3/4 1992 
5. Jay Conner 14.10 1984 3. 57.83 1995 
200 Meters 
(Santi, Liebermann, Garn, Woody) Long Jump 
1. Wayne Simon 24-103/4 1987 
1. Dedric Ward 20.87 1997 4 x 100-Meter Relay 2. Jason McCleary 24-101 /4 1993 
2. Marshall Frazier 20.91 1999 1. 39.99 2000 3. Devon Davis 24-5 1/2 1999 
3. Dirk Homewood 20.91 2002 (Edwards, Adam, Frazier. Davis) 4. Bobby Williams 24-2 1/2 1981 
4. Kenny Shedd 20.95 1992 2. 40.16 2001 Cody Eichmeier 24-2 1/2 2003 
5. Devon Davis 21.09 2001 (Adam, Pauli, Bronaugh, Davis) 5. Todd Madsen 24-2 1/4 1993 
3. 40.45 2002 
400 Meters (Nichols, Wilson, Homewood, Hunter) Triple Jump 
1. Dirk Homewood 46.10 2002 4. 40.57 2003 1. Devon Davis 51 -8 1/4 1999 
2. Branimir Peitel 46.19 2003 (Homewood, Eichmeier, Wilson, Davis) 2. Junior Chukukere 51-6 1/4 1992 
3. Joey Woody 46.46 1997 5. 40.65 1997 3. Alen Toplovcan 50-7 1/4 1996 
4. Dennis Roloff 46.94 1972 (Talton, Woody, Bradley, Ward) 4. Bill Lawson 50-2 1977 
5. Kenny Shedd 46.99 1992 5. Bobby Wi lliams 49-6 3/4 1982 
400-Meter Hurdles 
4 x 200-Meter Relay 
1 124.37 2003 Shot Put 
1 . Joey Woody 48.18 1997 (Davis, Wilson, Eichmeier, Homewood) 1. John Holler 58-6 1978 
2. Burke Bockman 50.18 2003 2. 124.93 2001 2. Tom Reints 58-4 1982 
3. Alex Garn 51.69 1995 (Wilson, Peitel, Homewood, Geopfert) 3. Mike McCready 57-8 3/4 1971 
4. Gregg Garn 51.78 1993 3. 1 25.12 2000 4. Brent Geringer 57-6 1/4 1979 
5. Tom Akers 52.00 1979 (Edwards, Adam, Frazier, Davis) 5. Matt Casillas 54-111 /2 1995 
800 Meters 4. 125.31 1998 Hammer 
1. Jeff Burris 148.10 1988 (Browner, Adam, Frazier, Ward) 1. Allan Walz 197-11 1996 
2. Joey Woody 148.41 1994 5. 125.73 1978 2. Matt Casil las 195-7 1996 
3. Miklos Arpasi 1 48.46 1994 (Dickerson, Ellis, Hopkins, Shaw) 3. Dave Jennings 188-1 1 2001 
4. Bill Glassmaker 148.55 1979 4 x 400-Meter Relay 4. Tom Reints 185-9 1982 
5. Eric Potter 149.70 2000 1. 3:06.06 2003 5. Brad Travis 179-7 2002 
1,500 Meters (Bockman, Peitel, Eichmeier, Homewood) Discus 
1. Balasz Csi llag 342.43 2002 2. 3:06.54 2003 1. Brent Geringer 199-6 1979 
2. Bob Friedman 3:44.06 1979 (Peitel, Paulsen, Bockman, Homewood) 2. Matt Haven 187-10 1984 
3. Mark Feyerheisen 347.65 1980 3. 3:09.48 1995 3. Al lan Walz 184-8 1995 
4. Joe Teeling 348.23 1979 (Judisch, garn, Mullenix, Woody) 4. Arnie Doden 178-0 1983 
5. Rob Brock 348.49 2000 4. 3:09.51 1997 5. Mike Maddox 177-2 1996 (Judisch, MacLagan, Mullenix, Woody) 
3,000-Meter Steeplechase 
Javelin 
1. Mate Nemeth 841.50 2001 4 x BOO-Meter Relay 1. Juri Rovan 207-7 1995 
2. Levente Timar 848.37 1999 1. 719.10 2000 2. Mike Raffensperger 204-8 1989 
3. Jay Brock 851 .64 1998 (DPaulsen, Sullivan, MacLagan, EPotter) 3. Scott Sloan 192-9 1986 
4. Balasz Csillag 856.31 2000 2. 7 25.95 1979 4. Chad Dennis 185-05 2002 
5. Josh Crain 859.31 2003 (Ecker, Teeling, Friedman, Glassmaker) 5. Jason Boness 181-4 1999 
5,000 Meters Sprint Medley Decathlon 
1. Balazs Csillag 13:26.96 2002 1. 3:17.27 2003 1. Brad Mil ler 7.419 1992 
2. Oliver Bodor 1413.26 2002 (Bockman, Homewood, Peitel, Paulsen) 2. Travis Geopfert 7,360 2001 
3. Dan Hostager 1420.24 1990 2. 3:17.29 1993 3. Bill Lawson 7,314 1980 
4. Bill Castle 14:21.04 1990 (McCleary, Honeck, Woody, Arpasi) 4. Jason McCleary 7,225 1993 
5. Levente Timar 14 23.1 1 1999 3. 3:18.32 1990 5. Kenny Edwards 7,173 2000 
(Honeck, Westbrook, Shedd, Burris) 
Distance Medley 
1. 947.32 2002 
(Bodor, Bockman, Sullivan, Csillag) 
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Women s Top Outdoor Performances 
11Kl-Meter Dash 10,000 Meters Pole Vault 
1. Shantel Twiggs 11.20 1994 1. Emily Shoopman 36 03.24 2003 1. Kayleen Popp 12-6 2003 
2. Denise Sauerbrei 1170 1997 2. Suzie Scheer 36 06 04 1984 2. Erin Wessely 12-0 2003 
Mellisa Campbell 1170 2001 3. Randy Burns 3713.74 2003 3. Crystal Seamans 11 -11 3/4 2002 
4. Inga Hope 11.91 2001 4. Amy Gielau 37:32.91 1993 4. Jessica Fisher 9-7 3/4 1998 
5. Sherry Shedd 11.96 1992 5. Heather Muilenburg 3810.01 1996 
High Jump 
100-Meter Hurdles Shuttle Hurdle 1. Melissa Nelson 5-9 3/4 2002 
1. Brenna Fleishman 13.96 1999 1. 58.42 1999 2. Melissa Nelson 5-8 3/4 2001 
2. Dee Wear 14.05 2001 (Stannard. Wear. George, Fleishman) 3. Crystal Seamans 5-8 2001 
3. Tiffany Ratzlaff 14.33 1998 4. Amanda Koester 5-7 3/4 2001 
4. Jil l Sinnwell 14.35 2003 4 x 100-Meter Relay 
5. Diedre Dixon 14.59 2002 1. 45.42 1994 Long Jump 
(Eiben. Leftridge, Schmitz. Twiggs) 1. Dianna Leftridge 21-3 1994 
200 Meters 2. 45.73 1994 2. Kendra Stannard 18-11 1/4 1999 
1. Shantel Twiggs 23.04 1993 (Eiben. Leftridge, Schmitz, Twiggs) 3. Shei la Sohner 18-6 3/4 1982 
2. Denise Sauerbrei 23.73 1997 3. 46.09 2002 4. Nikki Di llard 18-51 /4 1994 
3. Mellisa Campbell 23.83 2001 (Dixon. Campbell, Cordner.Hope) 5. Diedre Dixon 17-11 2002 
4. Sherry Shedd 24.29 1990 4. 46.17 2001 
5. Inga Hope 24.72 2003 (Dixon. Campbell. Wear. Hope) Triple Jump 
5. 46.24 1992 1. Dianna Leftridge 41 -9 1/4 1994 
400 Meters (Shedd, Fluhrer, Dillard, Twiggs) 2. Kendra Stannard 38-2 1/4 1996 
1. Sherry Shedd 53.74 1992 3. Kara Hulse 38-04 3/4 2002 
2. Melissa Campbell 55.21 2003 4 x 200-Meter Relay 4. Rhonda Butt 37-3 1/2 1985 
3. Deb Cordner 55.23 2000 1. 1:37.38 1994 5. Amanda Koester 32-6 1/4 1999 
4. Diane Black 55.27 1991 (Eiben. Leftridge, Schmitz. Twiggs) 
5. Rhonda Eiben 55.32 1997 2. 1 :37.56 2002 Shot Put 
(Dixon, Campbell, Cordner, Hope) 1. Lisa Tatman 48-0 1988 
400-Meter Hurdles 2. Andrea Miller 47-8 1/2 1998 
1. Nikki Nelson 58.30 2003 4 x 400-Meter Relay 3. Ivana Barsic 45-5 1/4 2003 
2. Angie German 10175 2003 1. 3:4170 2003 4. Donna Wheeler 45-1 1989 
3. Brenna Fleishman 102.48 1999 (German. Campbell. Henry, Nelson) 5. Sara Behrens 44-4 1/4 2003 
4. Michelle Surber 102.72 1997 2. 3:43.19 2000 
(Bakewell, Cordner, Dozark, Nelson) Hammer 
BOO Meters 3. 3:43.29 2003 1. Mel issa Yerk 167-10 1999 
1. Emily Montgomery 208.39 1995 (German. Campbell, Nelson. Mueller) 2. Bridgitte Duffy 139-06 2003 
2. Teresa Grothus 2 09.69 2000 4. 344.16 1999 3. Ivana Barsic 134-10 2003 
3. Jenny Jackson 210.53 1997 (Stannard. Cordner. Bakewell. Nelson) 4. Stephanie Wainscott 129-5 1996 
4. Barb Clark 211.43 1988 5. 3:45.00 2002 Susan Francois 129-5 1984 
5. Rachel Dozark 211 .56 2000 (Cordner. German. Campbell. Nelson) 
Discus 
1.500 Meters 4 x BOO-Meter Relay 1. Jess Boline 155-1 2001 
1. Agnes Kroneraff 427.35 2002 1. 857.34 1999 2. Morgan Edwards 149-08 2003 
2. Jenny Jackson 4:33.27 1999 (Grothus. Nelson. Dozark. Jackson) 3. Jennifer Duffy 146-1 2002 
3. Emily Montgomery 4:33.45 1995 2. 9:02.56 1987 4. Kristie Oleen 146-0 1990 
4. J'ne Day 4:33.46 1982 (Evans. Clark. Organ. Sueppell 5. Lisa Tatman 144-3 1988 
5. Kari Thilges 4:36.53 2000 3. 9:14.44 1994 
(Askeland, Montgomery, Nemmers. VanDePoll Javelin 
3,000 Meters 1. Donna Wheeler 148-7 1988 
1. Sandy Elsberry 9 52.74 1984 Sprint Medley 2. Joan Sexton 141-6 1981 
2. Julie Mazzitelli 10 00.24 1993 1. 3:59.75 1995 3. Lisa Tatman 135-1 1989 
3. Kari Thilges 1001.09 2000 (Leftridge, Eiben. Seller, Montgomery) 4. Carla Decker 125-9 1992 
4. Kary Kleber 10:05.55 1986 2. 4 00.37 1990 5. Jill George 125-09 2002 
5. Becky Sl ick 10 07.27 1998 (Shedd, Davis. Black. Allen) 
3. 4 00.40 1996 Heptathlon 
5,000 Meters (Sauerbrei, Stannard. Eiben. Jackson) 1. Kendra Stannard 5,051 1999 
1. Agnes Kroneraff 16 23.85 2002 4. 4:01.45 1999 2. Crystal Seamans 4,975 2002 
2. Emily Shoopman 17 06.78 2003 (Stannard. Fleishman. Cordner. Bakewell) 3. Melissa Nelson 4657 2002 
3. Sandy Elsberry 17:11 .14 1984 4. Ji ll George 4,653 1999 
4. Rita Fiala 17:42.38 2000 Distance Medley 5. Karen Smith 4,639 1987 
5. Heidi Heiar 17:43.14 1993 1. 11 :44.76 2002 
(Shaw, German, Carstens, Kroneraffl 
2. 11 :46.69 1995 
(Little, Lux, Schell ing, Montgomery) 
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MEN'S INDOOR 2003 Dirk Homewood 400 meters Larry McCready 60-Yd. L. Hurdles 
Craig Fay Triple Jump 
NCAA DIVISION I NATIONAL CHAMPIONS CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS 1969 Rich Franklin Long Jump 
2001 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault 1960 Jerry Stillwell Broad Jump Larry Mccready 60-Yd. H. Hurdles 
Bill Kaufmann High Jump Larry Mccready 60-Yd. L. Hurdles 
NCAA DIVISON I ALL-AMERICANS Jim Duea Vault Wayne Carpenter 1,000-Yd. Run 
1989 Jeff Burris 800 Meters Hal Byram 440 Yards Larry Daniels 880-Yd. Run 
Dan Hostager 3,000 Meters Dennis Corwin 880 Yards 1970 Wayne Carpenter Mile Run 
1993 Johnny Westbrook 55-Meter Hurdles John States 60-Yard Hurdles 1972 Dennis Roloff 440-Yd. Dash 
1996 Joey Woody 800 Meters 1961 Hal Bryrum Eight Lap Relay 1973 Dennis Schultz 1,000-Yd. Run 
Juri Rovan Pole Vault Paul Diefke High Jump Dennis Schultz 880-Yd. Run 
Alan Walz 35# Weight Dick Dotson Vault Dennis Roloff 600-Yd. Dash 
1999 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Larry Maukley Eight Lap Relay Kent Wessely 60-Yd. I. Hurdles 
2000 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Jim Miller Mile Run 1974 Not available 
Eric Potter 800 Meters Dick Sherman Shot Put 1975 John Holler Shot Put 
Rob Brock, Travis Goepfert, Distance Max Huffman Broad Jump 1976 John Holler Shot Put 
Balazs Csillag, Eric Potter Medley John Raffensperge Eight Lap Relay Joel Rogers 60-Yd. H. Hurdles _,. 
2001 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Gary Shoemaker 60-Yd. H. Hurdles 1977 Al Atherton 60-Yd. Dash 
2002 Balazs Cillag 3,000 Meters Dick Juhl Two-Mile Run John Holler Shot Put 
Oliver Bodor, Dirk Homewood Distance Dennis Weyranch Eight Lap Relay Bil l Glassmaker 1,000-Yd. Run 
Dave Paulsen, Balazs Csillag Medley 1962 Delbert Lowery High Jump Bi ll Glassmaker 600-Yd. Dash 
Dave Suntken High Jump Mile Relay 
NCAA DIVISION I OUALIFIERS Bill Hood Shot Put 1978 Wes Dickerson Mile Relay 
1988 Jeff Burris, 800 Meters Dick Dotson Vault Kel ly Ellis 60-Yd. Dash 
1989 Jeff Burris 800 Meters Bob Crane Vault Kel ly Ellis 300-Yd. Dash 
Dan Hostager 3,000 Meters Jay Prichard Mile Run Bill Glassmaker Mile Relay 
1990 Jim Turner 400 Meters Jay Prichard Two-Mile Run Bi ll Glassmaker 600-Yd. Dash 
Kenny Shedd 200 Meters John Begley Broad Jump Tim Hemming Mile Relay 
1991 Brad Miller Pole Vault Larry Markley 440-Yd. Dash John Holler Shot Put 
Bob Edwards Pole Vault Larry Markley 880-Yd. Run Rick Friedman 880-Yd. Run 
Steve Daugherty High Jump John Raffensperger 60-Yd. L. Hurdles Clark Rasmussen Mile Relay 
Tim Suchan High Jump Jim Miller 1,000-Yd. Run 1979-83 No conference meet 
1993 Johnny Westbrook 55-Meter Hurdles 1963 Hank Sattari High Jump 1984 Russ Adams Pole Vault 
Jason McCleary 55-Meter Hurdles George McBee Broad Jump Jay Connor 60-Yd. Hurdles 
Miklos Arpasi 800 Meters George McBee Vault Steve Muntz 880 Yards 
1994 Tim Suchan High Jump Jim Erickson Shot Put Distance Medley Relay 
Pete Herber High Jump Jay Prichard Mile Run 1985 Paul Egger 1,000 Yards 
Miklos Arpasi 800 Meters Jay Prichard Two-Mile Run Troy Becker Pole Vault 
1995 Tim Suchan High Jump Dave Linder 440-Yd. Dash Todd Goodell Two Mile 
Jason McCleary 55-Meter Hurdles Dave Linder 880-Yd. Run Distance Medley Relay 
Matt Casillas 35#Weight Gary Shoemaker 60-Yd. H. Hurdles 1986 Brad Bartelt Mile Relay 
1996 Matt Casi llas 35#Weight Doug Larson 60-Yd. L. Hurdles Jeff Burris Mile Relay 
Allan Walz 35#Weight 1964 George McBee Broad Jump Jeff Burris 880 Yards 
Juri Rovan Pole Vault George McBee Vault Joe Fuller 60-Yd. Dash 
Joey Woody 55-Meter Hurdles Glenn Conner Triple Jump Brooks Glasnapp Mile Relay 
Joey Woody 800Meters Dave Suntken 440-Yd. Dash Brooks Glasnapp 600 Yards 
1997 Juri Rovan Pole Vault Bi ll Bergan 600-Yd. Dash Jim Grebin Mile Relay 
1998 Juri Rovan Pole Vault Jay Prichard Two-Mile Run Wayne Simon Long Jump 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Doug Larson 60-Yd. L. Hurdles Wayne Simon Triple Jump 
1999 Jason Boness High Jump Eight-Lap Relay Todd Goodell Two Mile 
Devon Davis Long Jump 1966 Mark Harper Shot Put 1987 Brad Bartelt Mile Relay 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Bill Rauhauser Long Jump Jeff Burris Mile Relay 
2000 Eric Potter 800 Meters Bill Rauhauser Triple Jump Jeff Burris 880 Yards 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Jim Dlouhy Pole Vault Brooks Glasnapp Mile Relay 
Rob Brock Distance Medley Ron Gerard 50-Yd. H. Hurdles Dan Hostager Two Mile 
Travis Goepfert Distance Medley Sprint Medley Relay Jim Turner Mile Relay 
Balasz Csi llag Distance Medley 1967 John Brand Eight-Lap Relay 1988 Brad Bartelt Mile Relay 
Eric Potter Distance Medley Carl Campbell Eight-Lap Relay Jeff Burris Mile Relay 
2001 Oliver Bodor 3,000 Meters Bill Mateer Eight-Lap Relay Brooks Glasnapp Mile Relay 
Dave Jennings Weight Throw Larry McCready 60-Yd. H. Hurdles Kel ly Tagtow 35# Weight 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Larry Mccready 60-Yd. L. Hurdles Brad Miller Pole Vault 
2002 Balazs Cillag 3,000 Meters Larry White Eight-Lap Relay Tom Penningroth 3,000 Meters 
Oliver Bodor, Dirk Homewood Distance 1968 Larry Daniels 440-Yd. Dash Dave Cleveland High Jump 
Dave Paulsen, Balazs Csillag Medley Larry Mccready 60-Yd. H. Hurdles Kent Terri llion 800 Meters 
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Jim Turner Mile Relay Rob Brock, Travis Goepfert, 1970 Wayne Carpenter Mile 
Dan Hostager 5,000 Meters Balasz Csi llag, Eric Potter Distance Medley Mike Mccready Shot Put 
1989 Dan Hostager 3,000 Meters 2001 DI iver Bodor 3,000 Meters 1971 Mike Mccready Shot Put 
Dan Hostager 5,000 Meters DI iver Bodor 5,000 Meters Mike Mccready Discus 
Jim Turner 400 Meters Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Rich Twedt Three-Mile 
Jett Burris Two-Mile Relay Dave Jennings Weight Throw 1972 Mike Mccready Shot Put 
Jett Burris 600 Yards 2002 DI iver Bodor 5,000 Meters 1973 Dennis Roloff Mile 
Kent Terrillion Two-Mile Relay Roberto Moreno Distance Medley Dennis Schultz Mile 
Kent Terri 11 ion 800 Meters Branimir Peitel Distance Medley Dave Anderson, Mike Byington, 
Steve Jay Two-Mile Relay Joel Sullivan Distance Medley SteveDeSerano,Dennis Roloff Mile Relay 
Steve Jay 1,000 Yards Balazs Csil lag Distance Medley 1974 Dennis Schultz Mile 
Dave Cleveland High Jump 2003 Devon Davis 60 Meters Rich Twedt Six-Mile 
Tim Ross Two-Mile Relay Dirk Homewood 400 Meters Scott Noltensmeier 120 Hurdles 
1990 Kenny Shedd Mile Relay Dirk Homewood 4 x 400 Relay Steve Ford Pole Vault 
Kenny Shedd 200 Meters Jon Drury 4 x 400 Relay Kent Wessely High Jump 
Jim Turner Mile Relay Alex Alva 4 x 400 Relay Bill Cook Decathlon 
Jim Turner 400 Meters Branimir Peitel 4 x 400 Relay 1975 Keith Schmidt Pole Vault 
Kent Terril lion Mile Relay CONFERENCE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 1977 Bill Friedman 1,500 Meters 
Kent Terrill ion 800 Meters 1989 Dan Hostager (Mid-Continental Cont.) John Holler Shot Put 
Kent Terril lion Two-Mile Relay 1990 Jim Turner (Mid-Continental Cont.) Brent Geringer Discus 
Bill Castle 3,000 Meters 1995 Tim Suchan (Field) Bil l Glassmaker 800 Meters 
Cole Honeck Mile Relay 1997 Juri Rovan (Field) Bil l Lawson Decathlon 
Steve Jay Two-Mile Relay 1999 Marshall Frazier 1978 Brent Geringer Discus 
Tim Ross Two-Mile Relay 2000 Marshall Frazier Brent Geringer Shot Put 
Mark Hagen Two-Mile Relay Bob Friedman 1,500 Meters 
Bob Edwards Pole Vault CONFERENCE COACH OF THE YEAR Bill Glassmaker 800 Meters 
Steve Daugherty High Jump 1984 Lynn King Bil l Lawson Decathlon 
Junior Chukukere Triple Jump 1985 Chris Bucknam Tom Rogers Pole Vault 
1991 Kenny Shedd 200 Meters 1986 Chris Bucknam 1979 Bob Friedman 1,500 Meters 
Kenny Shedd 400 Meters 1988 Chris Bucknam Brent Geringer Discus 
Bill Castle Mile 1990 Chris Bucknam Brent Geringer Shot Put 
Bill Castle 3,000 Meters 1995 Chris Bucknam Bil l Glassmaker 800 Meters 
Marty Greene 5,000 Meters 1996 Chris Bucknam Tom Akers 400 Hurdles 
Junior Chukukere Triple Jump 2000 Chris Bucknam Tim Jamerson Pole Vault 
Brad Miller Pole Vault 2001 Chris Bucknam Bil l Lawson Decathlon 
1992 Kenny Shedd 200 Meters 2002 Chris Bucknam 1980 Bil l Lawson Decathlon 
Junior Chukukere Triple Jump 
1993 Johnny Westbrook 55-Meter Hurdles 
NCAA DIVISION I QUALIFIERS Miklos Arpasi 400 Meters MEN'S OUTDOOR 1985 Russ Adams Pole Vault 4 x 400 Relay NATIONAL CHAMPIONS (DIV. I) 1990 Jeff Burris 800 Meters Jason McCleary Long Jump 
1997 Joey Woody 400-Meter Hurdles 1992 Brad Miller Decathlon 1994 Alonzo Clayton 55-Meter Hurdles 
1993 Joey Woody 400 Hurdles Miklos Arpasi 800 Meters 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS (DIV. Ill Jason McCleary Decathlon 1995 Alex Garn 4 x 400 Relay 
Jason McCleary 55-Meter Hurdles 
1972 Mike Mccready Shot Put Miklos Arpasi 800 Meters 
Jon Judisch 4 x 400 Relay 
1974 Dennis Schultz Mile 1994 Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 
Jon Judisch 400 Meters 
1978 Brent Geringer Discus Tim Suchan High Jump 
Matt Mullenix 4 x 400 Relay Miklos Arpasi 800 Meters 
Matt Mullenix 600 Meters DIVISION I ALL-AMERICANS 1995 Tim Suchan High Jump 
Joey Woody 800 Meters 1939 William Jenkins Cross Country Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 
Joey Woody 4 x 400 Relay 1979 Brent Geringer Discus 
Allan Walz Discus 
Tim Suchan High Jump 1994 Joey Woody 400-Meter Hurdles Alex Garn 400 Hurdles 
Allan Walz 35# Weight 1995 Joey Woody 400-Meter Hurd les 1996 Juri Rovan Pole Vault 
1996 Jon Judisch 400 Meters 1997 Joey Woody 400-Meter Hurdles Allan Walz Discus 
4 x 400 Relay Juri Rovan Pole Vault Allan Walz Hammer Throw 
Matt Casillas Shot Put 1998 Juri Rovan Pole Vault 
1997 Joey Woody 11 0 Hurdles 
1997 Juri Rovan Pole Vault 1999 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 
1998 Distance Medley Relay 2000 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Joey Woody 400 Meters 
2001 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Juri Rovan Pole Vault Juri Rovan Pole Vault 
1998 Juri Rovan Pole Vault 1999 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault 
DIVISION II ALL-AMERICANS Jay Brock 3000-Meter Steeplechase 2000 Devon Davis 60 Meters 
Marshall Frazier 200 Meters 1968 Larry Mccready 120 Hurd les 
1999 Jason Boness High Jump 
Eric Potter 800 Meters 1969 Larry Mccready 120 Hurdles 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Wayne Carpenter Mile 
2000 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault 
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2001 Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Dennis Roloff 440-Yd. Dash John Wisman Mile Relay 
Devon Davis 100 Meters 440-Yd. Relay Sol Anderson Mile Relay 
2002 Balazs Cslliag 5,000 Meters Mile Relay Don Samuel Mile Relay 
Dirk Homewood 400 Meters 1974 Scott Noltensmeier 120-Yd. H. Hurdles Mike Debo Mile Relay 
Dennis Roloff 440-Yd. Dash 1984 Kirk Anderson 800 Meters 
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS Kenny Jackson Long Jump Steve Weaver High Jump 
1960 Hay Byram 440-Y d. Dash Dennis Schultz 880-Yd. Run John Place Decathlon 
Dick Dotson Pole Vault Gene Chinander Javelin Matt Haven Discus 
Mile Relay 440-Yd. Relay 1985 Chris Leonard 5,000 Meters 
1961 Dick Dotson Pole Vault Kent Wessely High Jump Chris Leonard 10,000 Meters 
1962 Dave Suntken 440-Y d. Dash 1975 Mark Chardoulias 440-Yd. Relay Solomon Anderson 800 Meters 
John Raffensperger 220-Yd. Dash Rick Freeburg 440-Yd. Relay Steve Weaver High Jump 
Delbert Lowery High Jump Steve Mott 440-Yd. Relay Russ Adams Pole Vault 
Dick Dotson Pole Vault Ken Schwartz Shot Put 1986 Eric White 110-Meter H. Hurdles 
Hank Sattari Javelin Keith Schmidt Pole Vault Eric White 400-Meter I. Hurdles 
1963 Dave Suntken 440-Y d. Dash Keith Schmidt 440-Yd. Relay Dave Swanson 5,000 Meters 
Dave Linder 880-Yd. Run 1976 Bob Friedman 1.500-Meter Run Todd Goddell 10,000 Meters ~ 
Hank Sattari Javelin 1977 Brent Geringer Discus Brooks Glasnapp 400 Meters 
Mile Relay John Holler Shot Put Steve Gearhart 3,000-M. Steeplechase 
1964 Hank Sattari Javelin Tom Akers 110-Yd. H. Hurdles Jeff Burris 800 Meters 
Jay Prichard Mile Run Bill Glassmaker 440-Yd. Dash Troy Becker Pole Vau lt 
Dave Suntken High Jump 1978 Bill Lawson Decathlon Eric White 440-Yd. Relay 
Rich Engel 880-Yd. Run Brent Geringer Discus Eric White Mile Relay 
George McBee Pole Vault Tom Akers 110-Yd. H. Hurdles Brooks Glasnapp 440-Yd. Relay 
1965 Bill Rauhauser Broad Jump John Holler Shot Put Brooks Glasnapp Mile Relay 
Bill Rauhauser Triple Jump Bill Glassmaker 440-Yd. Dash Brad Bartelt 440-Yd. Relay 
Ron Gerard 120-Yd. H. Hurdles 440-Yd. Relay Brad Bartelt Mile Relay 
Mike Long 330-Yd. I. Hurdles Mile Relay Doug Case 440-Yd. Relay 
1966 Ron Gerard 120-Yd. H. Hurdles 1979 Bill Lawson Decathlon Jeff Burris Mile Relay 
Bob Ruchti 220-Yd. Dash Tom Reints Hammer Throw 1987 Dan Hostager 5,000 Meters 
1967 Larry Mccready High Jump Tom Reints Shot Put Joel Hartman 400-Meter I. Hurdles 
Larry Mccready 120-Yd. H. Hurdles Rick Friedman High Jump Brent Wright High Jump 
Bob Ruchti 100-Yd. Dash Brent Geringer Discus Brad Bartelt Mile Relay 
Bob Ruchti 220-Y d. Dash 1980 Bill Lawson Decathlon Jim Turner Mile Relay 
Ken Huelman Shot Put Mitch Willett Hammer Throw Kent Terri llion Mile Relay 
Mark Sanborn 440-Yd. I. Hurdles Mark Feyereisen 1,500 Meters Jeff Burris Mile Relay 
1968 Carl Campbell 440-Yard Relay 1981 Tom Reints Hammer Throw 1988 Rodney Garrett Long Jump 
Dick Miller Discus Tom Reints Shot Put Dan Hostager 5000 Meters 
Larry Mccready 440-Yard Relay Tim Jameison Pole Vault Dan Hostager 10,000 Meters 
Larry Mccready 120-Yd. H. Hurdles Bob Williams Long Jump Ke lly Tagtow Discus 
Skip Anderson High Jump 1982 Tom Reints Hammer Throw Bob Edwards Pole Vau lt 
Jim Fennessy 440-Yard Relay Tom Reints Shot Put Joel Hartman 400-Meter I. Hurdles 
Craig Fay Triple Jump Doug Nelson 10,000 Meters 1989 John Ruth 3,000-Meter Steeplechase 
Larry White 440-Yd. Relay Russ Adams Pole Vault Mike Raffensperger Javelin 
1969 Mike Mccready Discus Bob Williams Long Jump Jim Turner 200 Meters 
Mike McCready Shot Put Bob Williams Triple Jump Kent Terri llion 800 Meters 
Larry Mccready 440-Yard Relay Matt Haven Discus Steve Jay 1,500 Meters 
Larry Mccready 120-Yd. H. Hurdles Brian Glassmaker 1,500 Meters Tom Penningroth 5000 Meters 
Jim Fennessy 440-Yard Relay Terry Wintz Mile Relay 1990 Jeff Short 3,000-Meter Steeplechase 
Rich Franklin 440-Yard Relay Jon Wisman Mile Relay Dan Hostager 5,000 Meters 
Wayne Carpenter Mi le Run Sol Anderson Mile Relay Dan Hostager 10,000 Meters 
Larry Daniels 440-Yd. Dash Mike Debo Mi le Relay Jeff Burris 1,500 Meters 
Craig Fay Triple Jump 1983 Jay Connor 400-Meter I. Hurdles Dave Cleveland High Jump 
Larry White 440-Yard Relay Jason Woodford Long Jump Brad Miller Pole Vault 
1970 Mike Mccready Di scus Kirk Anderson 800 Meters Kent Terril lion 800 Meters 
Mike McCready Shot Put Brian Makela Triple Jump Kenny Shedd 200 Meters 
Wayne Carpenter Mile Run Russ Adams Decathlon 1991 Brad Miller Decathlon 
Wayne Carpenter 880-Yd. Run Russ Adams Pole Vault Junior Chukukere Triple Jump 
1971 Mike Mccready Discus Arnie Doden Shot Put Tim Suchan High Jump 
Mike Mccready Shot Put Arnie Doden Discus Jim Turner 400 Meters 
1972 Mike Mccready Shot Put Doug Case 440-Yd. Relay Bill Castle 5,000 Meters 
Denni s Roloff 440-Yd. Dash Don Samuel 440-Yd. Relay 1992 Kenny Shedd 400 Meters 
1973 Mark Chardou lias Long Jump Jim Thompson 440-Yd. Relay Kenny Shedd 4 x 100 Relay 
Scott Noltensmeier 120-Yd.H. Hurdles Jason Woodford 440-Yd. Relay Kenny Shedd 4 x 400 Relay 
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Bob Edwards Pole Vault Oliver Bodor 10,000 Meters 4 x 400 Relay 
Brad Miller Decathlon Cyrus Nichls 4xl DD Meter Relay 1993 Paula Nemmers 800 Meters 
Johnny Westbrook 4 x 100 Relay Josh Wilson 4xl DD Meter Relay 1994 Dianna Leftridge Long Jump 
Jason McCleary 4 x 100 Relay Dirk Homewood 4x1 DD Meter Relay 1995 Dianna Leftridge Long Jump 
Cole Honeck 4 x 100 Relay Patrick Hunter 4x100 Meter Relay Dianna Leftridge Pentathlon 
Cole Honeck 4 x 400 Relay 2003 Burke Bockman 4x400 Meter Relay 1996 Emily Montgomery 800 Meters 
John Barnett 4 x 400 Relay Branimir Peitel 4x400 Meter Relay 1998 Brenna Fleishman 55-Meter Hurdles 
Jason Sweet 4 x 400 Relay Cody Eichmeier 4x400 Meter Relay Andrea Miller Shot Put 
1993 Johnny Westbrook 11 D Hurdles Dirk Homewood 4x400 Meter Relay 2000 Dee Wear 60 Meters 
Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 
CONFERENCE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
Distance Medley 
Joey Woody 4 x 400 Relay 2001 Dee Wear 60 Meter Hurdles 
Gregg Garn 4 x 400 Relay (since 1983) 2002 Agnes Kroneraff 5,000 Meters 
Mikos Arpasi 4 x 400 Relay 1993 Jason McCleary Field Agnes Kroneraff 3,000 Meters 
Cole Honeck 4 x 400 Relay 1994 Joey Woody Track Dee Wear 60 Meter Hurdles 
Jason McCleary Long Jump 1995 Joey Woody Track 2003 Kayleen Popp Pole Vault 
Jason McCleary Decathlon 1995 Allan Walz Field 
1994 Maceo Strickland 1 DO-Meter Dash 1997 Joey Woody Track CONFERENCE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
Joey Woody 11 D Hurdles 1998 Juri Rovan Field (since 1983) 
Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 1999 Devon Davis Track 1995 Dianna Leftridge Field 
1995 Joey Woody 11 D Hurdles 2000 Eric Potter Track 2002 Agnes Kroneraff Track/MVP 
Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 2001 Devon Davis Track CONFERENCE COACH OF THE YEAR 
Allan Walz Discus 2002 Dirk Homewood Track (since 1983) 
Juri Rovan Javelin CONFERENCE COACH OF THE YEAR 1991 Lea Ann Shaddox 
Ryan Santi Decathlon (since 1983) 2002 Chris Bucknam 
1996 Jay Brock 3000-Meter Steeplechase 1983 Lynn King 
Juri Rovan Pole Vault 1984 Lynn King WOMEN'S OUTDOOR 
1997 Eric Potter 800 Meters 1986 Chris Bucknam 
Jay Brock 3,000-Meter Steeplechase Chris Bucknam 
NCAA DIVISION I QUALIFIERS 
1995 (Automatic & Provisional) Joey Woody 110 Hurdles 1998 Chris Bucknam 
Joey Woody 400 Hurdles 2000 Chris Bucknam 
1992 Shantel Twiggs 1 DO-Meter Dash 
4 x 400 Relay Sherry Shedd 400 Meters 
1998 Jay Brock 3,000-Meter Steeplechase WOMEN'S INDOOR 1993 Shantel Twiggs 1 DO-Meter Dash 
Eddie Berlin High Jump Shantel Twiggs 200 Meters 
Juri Rovan Pole Vault NCAA DIVISON I ALL-AMERICANS 1994 Shantel Twiggs 1 DO-Meter Dash 
Travis Geopfert Decathlon 1993 Shantel Twiggs 55-Meter Dash Shantel Twiggs 200 Meters 
1999 Devon Davis 1 DO-Meter Dash 1994 Shantel Twiggs 55-Meter Dash 4 x 1 OD-Meter Relay 
Marshall Frazier 200 Meters 1995 Dianna Leftridge Long Jump Dianna Leftridge Long Jump 
Marshall Frazier 4 x 100 Relay NCAA DIVISION I QUALIFIERS 
Dianna Leftridge Triple Jump 
Jon Judisch 4 x 100 Relay 2002 Nikki Nelson 400 Hurdles 1994 Shantel Twiggs 55-Meter Dash 2003 Nikki Nelson 400 Hurdles Travis Geopfert 4 x 100 Relay Shantel Twiggs 200 Meters 
Devon Davis 4 x 100 Relay 1995 Dianna Leftridge Long Jump CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS 
Jason Boness High Jump 1996 Emily Montgomery 800 Meters 1988 Donna Wheeler Javelin 
Jake Pauli Pole Vault Melissa Yerk 20# Weight 1989 Donna Wheeler Javelin 
2000 Marshall Frazier 200 Meters 1990 Toni Ferguson 4 x 100 Relay 
Burke Bockman 400 Meter Hurdles CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS Julie Davis 4 x 100 Relay 
Eric Potter 800 Meters 1987 Darsey Evans 4 x 800 Relay Dyan Fluhrer 4 x 100 Relay 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Barb Clark 4 x 800 Relay Sherry Shedd 4 x 100 Relay 
Kenny Edwards Decathlon Denise Organ 4 x 800 Relay 1992 Sherry Shedd 400 Meters 
4x100 Relay Natalie Sueppel 4 x 800 Relay 1994 4 x 400 Relay 
4x400 Relay 1988 Donna Wheeler Shot Put Dianna Leftridge Long Jump 
2001 Jeff Adam 4x1 DD Meter Relay Barb Clark 4 x 800 Relay 1995 Dianna Leftridge Long Jump 
Oliver Bodor 5,000 Meters Kathy Allen 4 x 800 Relay 1998 Andrea Miller Shot Put 
Lamonta Bronaugh 4x1 DD Meter Relay Jan Jacobsen 4 x 800 Relay 1999 Jenny Jackson 1,500 Meters 
Devon Davis 100 Meters Natal ie Sueppel 4 x 800 Relay 2000 Deb Cordner 400 Meters 
Devon Davis 200 Meters 1989 Lisa Tatman Shot Put Nikki Nelson 400 Meter Hurdles 
Devon Davis 4x1 DD Meter Relay 1990 Diane Black 600 Meters 2002 Agnes Kroneraff 1,500 Meters 
Dave Jennings Hammer Throw 1991 Sherry Shedd 55-Meter Dash Nikki Nelson 400 Meter Hurdles 
Mate Nemeth 3,000-Meter Steeplechase Diane Black 600 Meters 2003 Kayleen Popp Pole Vault 
Jacob Pauli Pole Vault Diane Black 4 x 400 Relay Emily Shoopman 5000 Meters 
Jacob Pauli 4xl DD Meter Relay Kathy Allen 1,000 Meters Nikki Nelson 400 Hurdles 
2002 Patrick Hunter 100 Meters J_ Isaacson 4 x 400 Relay Melissa Nelson Heptathlon 
Dirk Homewood 400 Meters E. Jeschke 4 x 400 Relay 
Balazs Csillag 1,500 Meters Dyan Fluhrer 4 x 400 Relay 
Balazs Csillag 5,000 Meters 1992 Dyan Fluhrer 400 Meters 
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The Mi~~ouri Valley Conference 
Since its beginning in 1907, the Missouri Valley Conference has been progres-
sive in its thinking and aggressive in capitalizing on its opportunities. 
Now in its 94th year of existence, the Valley has become a leader among 
today's colleg iate athletic conferences. 
Based in St. Louis since 1985, the conference has been aggressive in the 
approach to playing host to NCAA basketball championship events, producing a rev-
enue-generating in-house television network, bidding out the right to play host to 
several sport championships and landing title sponsorships for those events. 
Seeds for the creation of the Missouri Valley Conference were planted by eight 
administrators representing five institutions who gathered at the Midland Hotel in 
Kansas City, Mo , on January 12, 1907. Basketball became the first competitive 
sport and served as the initial step in establ ishing the MVC as one of the most 
respected leagues in the nation. 
Athletic accomplishments on the men's side include four national basketball 
championships, 17 trips to the NCAA Men's Basketbal l Final Four and a 1989 nation-
al baseball championship. During the 1992-93 academic year, though, women's ath-
letics were added under the MVC umbrella, and the relationship has been mutually 
beneficia l for both. 
In addition to track and field and cross country, the Missouri Va lley Conference 
sponsors the fol lowing sports baseball, men's and women's basketball, men's and 
women's golf, men's soccer, softball, men's and women's swimming, men's and 
women's tennis and women's volleybal l. 
Members of the Missouri Val ley Conference include: Bradley University, 
Creighton University, Drake University, the University of Evansvil le, Illinois State 
University, Indiana State University, the University of Northern Iowa, Southern Illinois 
University, Southwest Missouri State University and Wichita State University. 
Valley teams boast a proud, rich tradition in track and field and cross country, 
and have produced numerous all-Americans over the years In terms of individual 
performances, a number of MVC student-athletes annually represent the league at 
the NCAA Championships 
National champions and all-Americans are nothing new for Missouri Valley 
student-athletes. In the decade of the '90s, 85 MVC athletes earned al l-America 
honors with 13 of those winning a national championship. Included in the national 
champions are UNl's Joey Woody, who captured the 400-meter hurdles title at the 
1997 NCAA Outdoor Championships in Bloomington, Ind. 
Additional ly, Valley athletes have gone on to compete in the Olympic Games or 
World Championships on 55 occasions. Woody also is included among that group, 
having competed at the World Championships. 
Co'mposite MVC Standings 
(average finish in MVC meets) 
Men /since '91-'92/ 
1. UNI 2.38 
2. Illinois State 278 
3. lndianna State 3.22 
4. Southern Ill inois 4.41 
5. Wichita State 4.76 
6. SMS 5.62 
7. Drake 6.11 
8. Bradley 8.80 
9. Creighton 9.08 
10. Evansvi lle 9.50 
Composite MVC Standings 
(average finish in MVC meets) 
Women /since '92-'93/ 
1. Indiana State 2.71 
2. SMS 3.06 
3. Illinois State 3.46 
4. Southern Il linois 3.91 
5. UNI 4.69 
6. Wichita State 5.23 
7. Drake 5.40 
8. Bradley 7.00 
9. Creighton 8.50 
10. Evansvi lle 9.50 
Since joining the MVC in 1991 , UNl 's men's program has been one of the most 
consistent forces in the league. In fact, in the first ten years since UNl's member-
ship began, the Panther men have the second-best composite record in the confer-
ence. -MISSOURI VALLEY CONFERENCE 
National Rankings: Here are the national rankings for the past three years. Trackwire is a ranking that predicts the team standings at the NCAA Championships, while 
the Team Power Rankings is a poll compiled by the USTCA. It is a computer ranking system that adds the scores of the team's top two performers in each event. 
2002 Men's NCAA Indoor 2001 Men's NCAA Indoor 2001 Men's NCAA 2001 USTCA Men's 2001 Men's Outdoor 2000 USTCA Men's 2000 USTCA Men's 
Championships Championships Outdoor Championships Indoor Team Power Preseason Indoor Team Power Outdoor Team Power 
1. Tennessee 62.5 1. LSU 34 1. Tennessee 50 Rankings Trackwire Top 25 Rankings Rankings 
2. Alabama 47 2. Texas Christian 33 2. TCU 49 1. Florida 1. LSU 52 1. Florida 1. Tennessee 
3. LSU 44 3. Arkansas 32 3. Baylor 36.5 2. Nebraska 1. TCU 52 2. Arkansas 2. Arkansas 
4. Arkansas 39 4. Alabama 31 4. Stanford 36 3. Penn State 3. Tennessee 40 3. Tennessee 3. Texas A&M 
5. Villanova 20 5. Stanford 28.5 5. LSU 32 4. Purdue 4. Arkansas 38 4. Wisconsin 4. USC 
6. South Carol ina 17.5 6. SMU 27 6. Alabama 31 5. Kansas 5. Stanford 30 5. Texas 5. Washington 
7. Clemson 17 7. Florida 26 7. Arkansas 30 6. Texas 5. USC 30 6. Clemson 6. Florida 
8. Kansas 16 8. Kansas 20 7. UTEP 30 7. Clemson 7. Baylor 28 7. Nebraska 7. UCLA 
9. Mississippi St. 15 9. Tennessee 19 9. Oregon 27 8. BYU 8. Auburn 27 8. UNI 8. Texas 
9. Oregon 15 10. Mississippi 18 10. Texas A&M 26 9. UNI 9. Florida 25 9. Alabama 9. Nebraska 
11. Colorado 14 11. Washington 16 10. Auburn 26 10. Alabama 9. UTEP 25 10. Illinois 10. Louisiana State 
12. UNI 13 11 . George Mason 16 12. Georgia 22 11. Washington 11. Alabama 23 11. Texas A&M 11. BYU 
12. North Carolina 13 13. Arizona 15 12. USC 22 12. Eastern Michigan 11. SMU 23 12. Purdue 12. Arizona 
14. Nebraska 11.5 14. Texas 14 14. Weber State 21 13. Washington St. 13. Washington 21 13. Penn State 13. Clemson 
15. BYU 10 14. Baylor 14 15. Texas 19 14. Indiana 13. Georgia 21 14. Connecticut 14. Alabama 
15. Illinois St. 10 16. Weber State 13 15. Arizona State 19 15. Weber State 15. Texas 20 15. Eastern Michigan 15. Auburn 
15. UTEP 10 16. South Carolina 13 17. SMU 18 16. Northern Arizona 16. South Carolina 17 16. Missouri 16. Arizona State 
15. Baylor 10 18. Georg ia 12 18. Utah State 16 17. Michigan 16. Texas A&M 17 17. BYU 17. Penn State 
15. Missouri 10 19. Texas A&M 11 19. South Carolina 15 18. Texas A&M 16. Weber State 17 18. Michigan 18. Northern Iowa 
15. Princeton 10 20. Colorado State 10 19. BYU 15 19. Princeton 19. Oregon 16 19. Washington State 19. Texas-El Paso 
20. Vi llanova 10 39. UNI 5 20. UNC Charlotte 20. George Mason 15 20. Kent State 20. Weber State 
20. UNI 10 21. BYU 14 
20. Clemson 10 22. Tulane 13 
20. Georgetown 10 23. UCLA 12 
20. Indiana State 10 24. Ohio State 11 
25. UNI 10 
25. Mississippi 10 
25. William & Mary 10 
25. Indiana State 10 
25. Colorado State 10 
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